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OFFICE OF. THE DEAN j.SCHONOL OF MANAGEMENT

116 COLL-EireN44aXtYRACUEE. NEW YORK 13210

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITYL__

November 10, 1971.

Dr. Stephen K. Bailey, Chairman
Policy 'Institute

Syracuse University Research Corporation
723 University Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210

Re: External Degree Program

Dear Steve:

In compliance with the arrangements between our two units, I have
attached the results of this faculty's efforts to produce the Business Admin-
istration portion of a total "external degree" package. As you are aware,
this is i:unique output, since this curricular plan is the first in this
field developed to date. The Areas of Competency include all facets of the
requirements which are specified by our accrediting agency, the American
Association of Collegiate Schools of Business. This was done to preserVie,

1 an approved content base for. this offering, However, the faculty involved
!

have been innovative in -the approach employed to. each area.

Please let me know if I can provide any editorial assist relative to
this document. The faculty of this School has made a .long-term commitment
to the external degree cincept, via its relationship with University Collage.
We hope that !le may serve this end with the.Policy-Institute in the future.

LRO:mac

Sincerely,

L. RICHARD OLIKER
Associate Dean and

Project Director
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INTRODUCTION

AN. EXTERNAL- DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

'N.



Less Time, More Options, a provocative report by the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education calls for innovative action on the part of the educational

community. The Commission recommends that 'alternative avenues by which students

1'

can earn-degrees or complete a major portion of their work for a degree be

expanded to increase accessibility of higher education for those to whom it is

now unavailable because of work schedules, geographic location, or responsibil-

ities in the home.
1

In recent years, a number of such developments have been initiated which

have increased the flexibility of educational opportunities in a number of

respects. The College Proficiency ExaminatiOn PrograM (CPEP) and the College

Lever Examination Program (CLEP), initiated in 1963 and 1965 respectively,

provide academic credit by examination to a growing number of students in an

increasing variety of subject-matter areas. The University of Oklahoma, Syraquse

University, Goddard College and the University of Smith Florida have recently

implemented programs which-provide an opportunity to obtain a bachelor's degree

largely through direCted indePendent, study.2 This year, the inauguration of

Britain's Open University has added 25,000 students pursuing a nation-wide,

independent study degree to that country's college-going population.

The external degree" concept in this country received considerable impetus

when, in September 1970, Ewald B. Nyquist, inaugurated as Commissioner of

Education and President of the University of the State of New York, announced

plans to establish an external degree program in New'York State. It will be

based upon independent study in Business Administration validated by a series of

comprehensive written and oral examinations developed by CPEP. These examinations

.will be prepared and iviluated by faculty committees drawn from 'both public and

private institutions of higher learning throughout the State.



The external degree differs markedly from 'a typical correspondence study

I program. It can best be described as an independent study program, augmented

to a given degree by tutorials or other types of-fcrmal instruction, where the

peer group interaction does not necessarily have to take place on campus.

. Students can attend sessions at regular intervals at local studs centers. The

duration of 'contact between the students and instructor will be a product of

both time and cost factors. The learning experience will be validated by

performance) on examinations prepared either by the corporate faculties of

individua colleges or universities, or by a consortium of the faculties of

such ins itutions. The quality-, standards, and Content of such a degree program

thus re in the responsibility of professional members of the academic community.

unds for the'development of several innovative projects for external degree

offe ings in New York State have recently been provided by the Ford Foundation

and the Carnegie Corporation. This series of grants, totaling $2.1 million, 3

support three separate efforts.

. 1. The state-run program referred to above has been funded by matching

grants of $400,000 from each foundation. The first set of exam-

I

inations,leading to a Regents Degree in Business.Administrations

are expected to be prepared in 1972.

2. A non-residential college of the State University of New York

(already being referred to as Empire State College) to be established

along the lines of the British Open University concept. Ford and

Carnegie have each provided.$500,000 for this project, with an off-

campus degree in liberal studies scheduled to open for the 1971-72

academic year.

3. A feasibility study for the implementation of an external degree in

business administration for a five-county area in Upstate' New York.

The $300,000 Ford grant as iade to the Syracuse University Research

C



Corporation. The faculty of the School of Management at Syracuse

University will develop the prototype of the business portion of

the external curriculum. It will be with thii study that this

paper will focus.

The nature of the curriculum for an external degree must, by'its very

nature, depart from the normal parameters associated with 'courses" and -course

credits. ,However,,it should readily translate into theie standard forms of

'reference isi order to be of value to those students who transfer from this type

of program to a residential one. The departure comes about as a result of the

program design. The approach developedat Syracuse University is two-fold:.

1. Courses with a common academic base have been grouped in modular

form to reduce the Business Administration portion of the curric-

ulum to a feasible. number of subject-matter components.

2. Each such module will be referred to as an "Area of Compentency

which is designed to encompasauito as many as twelve semester

hours of academic credit.

Determination of each Area of Competency involves a detailed description

of the learning experience which the candidate would have and the depth and

degree of proficiency he should have received in that area. The basic concept

of such an area as the unit upon which the validating testing instrument will

be based is a novel; tilit not unique, development of,the external degree idea.

The current business administration curriculum at S.U. consists of 120 semester

hours of credit, of which 54 are in business administration, 54 in liberal arts,

and the remaining 12 are free electives. The Area" approach implies modular-

itation of this total,degree package.

As a first-iteration in defining the limits of the Areas of Competency in
...- --

Business Administration, the following organization design his'been employed:



. TABLE I

TRANSITION FROM COURSES TO AREAS OF COMPETENCY

EXISTING COURSE REFERENCE

Business
\
\Core'

Accounting/Finance 12 Financial Information Systems

2. Business Law /Public Policy /Prin. of Mgt. 9 Environmental Studies

Logistics

CREDIT
(Sem. Hrs.)

AREAS OF COMPETENCY

3: Marketing/Transportation/Opers. Mgt.

4. Statistics /Data Processing

.Fields of Concentration*

5. Accounting

6. Finance

7. Marketing

8. Operations Management

\ Personnel & Industrial Relations

10. Statistics

6

9.

9

9

9 _

'9

quantitative Analysis

Accounting

Finance

Marketing

Operations Management

Personnel & Indus. Relations

9 Advanced Quantitative Analysis

.

* These fields are v'.aivalent to the degree of study which makes up a 'major.
in the on-campus program.

The" first four Areas'of Competency encompass what is normally contained

in.the undergraduate business "core.'` At Syracuse University this core involves

36 semester houri of study (12 courses): Rather than develop 12 separate exam-

inations; the Area organization allows fOr the validatiOn of this learning

experience through four comprehensive examinations. The entire business admin-

istration portion of the curriculum will involve the development of only ten such

testing measures*-- one far each Area. These Area parameters have been established

because they follbw a convenient packaging of the current curricular components.

4,
In addition, they provide for the partial utilization of existing course materials



in a new permutation.

The Liberal Arts portion of the total curriculum is being developed by

the faculty of Syracuse University already associated with the Bachelor of. Liberal

Studies Program. This program offers an independent study degree which has been

in operation over the past five years and from which over 30 persons have already

graduated. It has the following composition (in modular form):

TABU II

BACHELOR OF LIBERALSTUDIES CURRICULUM

Module* and Years of Study
I III TV,

Humanities LS101 LS201 LS301 LS401

Mathematics LS102 , ',saw ILs302 Ls402

Social Science LS104 LS204 LS304 LS404 .

_Science

Biological Science

Phisical Science

IB105 . LS205 LS305 . LS405

LS106 LS206 LS306 Ls4o6 ,

* . Each module carries a specific Liberal Studies title and.detailed'deicription.
FOr the sake of brevity, only the numbers are used here..

.

\ .

Each module above is equivalent to eight semester hours of study.' For

example, LS201 entitled The Renaissance and The Age of Reason involves study

covering selections from Montaigne, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Milton, Hobbes,

Discartes, Swift, Rousseau, Hume, and Goethe. It also includes Renaissance, Baroque,'

and Neo- Classical Art and Music. Liberal Studies 304 includes an Introduction to

Economics covering macro and micro theory, economic organization and development,

and stat Lization and growth policy. Thus, what may have been encompassed within

10



two or thtee normal "courses" can be contained in one such module. At .least 15

modules must be.completed in order to fulfill'thedegree requirements. Since the

program is not designed Air a major in any one of these aiwis, study in all foUr

broad content areas is required.',.,

It is the existence of this Bachelor of Liberal Studies Program at Syricuse

University which provides a unique opportunity, for the School of Management to

develop an. external degree in business administration. The experience gained

in the operation of the former progilimand the ability of a corporate faculty to

control its quality provides a clear rationale to pursue the development'of an

external degree in the latter field of study.

The 71d 'of the modules comprising the Bachelor of Liber 1 Studies-Program

and those making up the Areas of Competency in Business Administration can be

accomplished by meshing the two modular structures as depiCted in:Table III. The

numbering sequence is a modification of that currently employed in the former

program. I.
TheActual content a each Area of Competency will be equivalent to eight

semester hours of study. Four Areas -- Financial Information Systems, Environmental

Studies, Logistics, and Quantitative Analysis -- will be required for all candidates.

However, any three of the six Functional Fields may be eledted, one in the third

year and two in the fourth. Thus, a total of,seven Areas will be taken in Business

Administration (equivalent to .56 semester hours of study). Each candidate will

aIso.be required to.complete study in all four Liberal Studies Areas,

/1
. . .

least nine modules- must be completed (equivalent to 72 semester hours

Each module does not, however, have

The presentation indicates onlys'One

The previous academic background of

in whicH at

of study).

to be completed in the order depicted in Table III

possible permutation for an individual program.

the cihdidate, his 'professional managethent

experience and' career objectiVes will determines; to a great extent, the order in

11
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:.
_whidh modules may be completed. While this type of program offers only limited

flexibility to the initial group of candidates, additional Areas may be added to

the degree structureas warranted.

TABLE III

EXTERNAL DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

AREAS OF COMPETENCY
Years

I II III IV

3,-.1.BERAL STUDIES

'Humanitiea LS101(R) LS201(R)4 IS301/L$401(E)-Ilathematics:
. .JUS102(R) LS202(R) 1,8302/LS402(E)

,
Social Science LS104(R)" LS304(R) LS404(7.)Science -'

, .

,

BioiogicaiScience LS105,...
`:Physical Science LS100"

., SUSIUESS ADMINISTItATION

A

pinancial InformationjSysteMS FIS207(R) .
_Environmental StOdies

,. . , ES308(R)
Logistics . ,

% LG309(R)°
quantitative Analyais,

,

1A210(10:

Functional Fields'

Accounting
w ACC 411

FIN IN 411Marketing
MAR 411

Operations' Management
OPM 411.

.

.

PersonneL & Industrial Rel.
PIR 411

Advanced Quantitative Analysis ARA 411

0

One Functional Field must be elected in the third year and two in the fourth.AR = required and E = elective)

There are many ways in which curriculum development may be accomplished. In

this instance, a,task-force of 16 members of the School of Management faculty is

ourrently involved. The parameters of each, Area are being carefully described and

outlined, with detailed behavioral objectives defining the designed educational

exPerience. Manpower overlaps fro$Area to Aria to insure continuity of effoit,

12



- /.

reduce communication problemsr limit' redundancy and keep the size of the task

. .

force within reasonable-bounds. The finished product will,.in.terms of its
quality,, structure and content, depend upon the professional efforts of the

. .
.

. .

,
.faculty members involved and the degree Of their to a new curriculum

concept, the viabiliti_of_Which-may still be. very much a mter for debate
. -- '.. .

The as-yet-unansWered quesaonis-"will such a degree,b accepted.et par

(with residential degree' programs) by both the business and academic communitiewr.:

l

dal

It
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FOOTNOTES

1.. Less Time, More Options: Education Beyond.the High School, A

Special Report by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.

(New York: McGraw-Hill, January 1971), p. 20.

2. Less Time, More Optionil'p. 43..

3, RobertL-7a-aubsort,:-14. Y. to Award Degree for Study Off Campuses,

The Chronicle of Higher Education (Vol. 5, No. 2, February 22,

1971); pp. 1-2.

s.
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EXTERNAL DEGREE PROGRAM

. AREA. OF CdMIr.TENCYf -FINANCIAL INFORMATION DECISION SYSTEM

[ -FINANCIAL INFORMATION DECISION SYSTEM

(F D S)

:A CCOUNIT:G ANALYSIS MONETARY
DATA and ENVIRONMENT
3AS',' DECISIONS __________ (Unit III)

(Unit I)

/
(Unit II)

i3 siness organi2ations within our society succeed or fail depending upon

the efficiency with which they acquire anq manage the

for operations. The original input of resources in a

of capital funds derived from investors. 1These funds

resources required

firm is in the form

are,utilized in the

market place to 'acquire physical facilities, services, and human skills.

The success of the firm is inexorably relAed to the success of the

managerial decision process within the business organization.
%

The Pl'ocess of reaching optimal decisions is based upon a system that

collects, collates, summarizes, and reports the relevant data. It' is

this accounting system which provides the basic informational input for the

business unit. Dnta systematically collectcd is then analyzed and

interpr.'ted by management as the second ntfp in the financial decision.

process. The type of data collected and the technique of analysis

16
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utilized stem from the particular type of decirion under consideration.

In nddition to evalur.ting informatics generated internally, managers must

understand the'conetraints of thn existing environmental framework/ of

society. This reouirement leads to a consideration of the factors which'

constitute the institutional nrrangements within which business decisions

must be executer. Specifi:ally, this institutional framework is related

intimately .to government monetary and fiscal policies and procedures.
,

reculatory setting is also of vital importance. The student of

nust therefore understand that financial decisions are. reached

,bared u-lon rri intrnal data base which must be (1) interpreted and (2)

anNlyzerc in tl.c light of the economic,'institutional, and regulatory

framewnrit of the day. The three study units of the financial.information

decision proles., are directed toward providing the student withwith'a basic
\

understanding of (1) the structure and tenets of the accounting model

as the detn base (Unit I); (2) the.techniques and goals of the analytical

process in reaching financial deCisions (Unit II); (3) the monetary and

fiscal environment which influences these decisions (Unit III).

Unit I
.

Accounting Data Base
,

The objectives of\accounting are to provide information for many purposes,I
:but especially for the deployment and use of financial resources in entities

and 'n the econoly. Accounting information is most useful when it is

Present d in ways which conveniently summarize. relevant information for

decisioh takers. Over time certain concepts and formats for presenting

accounting information have come into wide use. The framework onwhich
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financial statements arebased r'sts on a substantial, conceptual and

theoretical structure. This study Will provide the student with a

basic understanding of the concepts and theories that underlie modern

financial statcments in order that he may function as a better decision

maker.

Operational Objectives
^ -

The goal of understanding financial statcments Will be considered

achieved if a student is able to:

(1) Prepare financial statements from a set of reasonably
complex facts.

(2) Show how various financial events will affect the
financial statements.

(3.,) Use financial ,statements in decision situations to ,

demonstrate his understanding of them.

Unit II

Analysis and Decisions

The objectives of,Uhit II are to evaluate critically the relevancy

of the financial information for internal decision-making at the firm

level. The identificaion of managerial decisions as strategic and

operatiOnal will faCilitate the specification of information requirements

for each decision. Capital budgeting and the structure of capital funds

are dominant topics for'strategic planning decisions. The master budget as

a planning-and control tool represents the backbone of the operational

management control process.

OperationalObjectives:

The student is required to demonstrate his, understanding of th-e

theoretical and practical dimensions of each topic to be covered. He

should be able to:
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(1) Discuss the basic theoretical concepts of capital budseting,.

(2) Discuss the considerations affecting the acquisition and
management of long-term capital.

- -
(1) Discuss the process of managing working capital.

(4) Discus's the process,of developing the master budget.

(5) Identify how the master budget can be used as/a control tool.

(6) Evaluate.the impact of people on budgets.

-Unit III

Monetary Environment

The broad objectives of Unit III are to (1) study the role that money

, plays in a modern economy and (2) provide an understanding of monetary policy

and its effects on national income and personal living standards.

-Operational Objectives:

To achieve the broad objective of the unit, the student must study.

\\
and become familiar with the:

(1) History Of monetary systems.

(2) Current structurec,of financial institutions in the United States.

(3) 'Elementary- monetary theory.

- (4) Policy strategies available to monetary authorities.
.

Monetary .history is not emphasized for its own, sake, but rather for

the purpose of providing perspective on the current financial system and .

its possible future evolution: The business firm must function within

the existing financial environment; thup knowledge of the current structure

is required. Withoutthe commercial banking system, business could not

function as it does today. Thus the student must become.familiar with the

fundamentals of this system and with a broad theoretical model of its

19

0,

a
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complex workings. Basic to the operation of the banking system and the

national economy is the Federal Reserve System. Consequently, students

ara_expected to becpme thoroughly familiar with the structure of the

system and the tools of monetary policy. This basic understanding will

provide for further study of complex questions of monetary theory and

policy for those-students who elect, a finance concentration.
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Unit I? Accounting Data Base

Outline

I. The Accounting Process

A. Some basic concepts

1. Accounting entity

.
2. The accounting equation Assets = Equity

3. Revenue,.Expen Asset, and Cost distinguished

4. Stable monetary unit assumption

B. Recording and Processing Information

1. What events are recordable

2. Methods of recording and classification

a. Accounts and codes
b. Journals - general and specialized
c. Ledgecs - general ,and subsidiary ledge:

3. Computer and EDP applications to processing data

, C. Preparation of (Simple) Financial Statements

1. Adjusting the accountsfor changes:

a. In classification
b., New 'events unrecorded

2. Format of the Balance Sheet

. -3. Format of the Income Statement

II. Assets and Equities

A. Asdets

1. Valuation concepts, - cost, input and output values

2. Current assets

3. Long term assets - property, intangibles and leased assets

4. Depreciation and amortization of assets

.a. Cash; receivables and securities
b. Inventories - costing and valuation
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B. Equities

1. Liabilities - long term and current.

2. Ownership forms

a. Coriicration stack and retained _earnings
b. Proprietorship and partnership equities

III. Income Measurement

A. Revenue

1. Definition of Income: Accounting and Economic

2. Measurement of Revenue - realization versus earnings concepts

CI\
3. Revenue recognition methods -

a. Point of sale.
b. Cash vs. accrual
c. Percentage Completed contract
d. Installment sale

B. Expense

1. Definition - expired cost idea

2. Cost flows vs. expenses - depreciation, inventory

3. The asset expense problem - capitalization

IV. Financial Reporting

A. Disclosure.and the CPA's opinion

B. Price level changes and financial reports.

C. Consolidated financial statements

V. Funds Statement

A. Coricept of funds- working capital and total resources
;

B. Analysis of funds flaw

C. Preparation of the funds statements

VI. AnEllysiscilliiEsal Statements

VA Usefulness of financial analysis

1. An analytiCal tool of, management

2. An analytical tool for investors

1
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B. Form of the analysis

1. Comparison of data

2. Need for standards

3: Industry vs, internal standards

4. Sources of _information

4 C. Types of_ratio comparisons

1. Liquidity 'measures

2. Profftability measures

3. Cciverage

Recommended Texts:

Thacker, Ronald J. Introduction to Modern A4ounting, (Prentice-kiall,
nglewood Cliffs, N.J.) 1971? ---

,

Anthony, Robert N. Essentials of Accounting (A programmed" book),. (Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, M ss;) 1964.

Bruns, William J. Jr. Introduction Co Accounting, (Addison-Wesley.PubLishing 1,
Co.; Inc., Reading, Mass.) 1971.

a

Meigs, Walter B., Charles E. Johnson et al,. InterMediate Accounting (McGraw--
Hill, nc.', New York, N.Y.) 2nd Edition, 1965.

23
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Unit II: Analysis and Decisions

Outline

I. Introduction

A. The role of financial management in the firm

15: The nature and scope of the financial' information in the firm

1. Long -range Tlanning
2. Cost analysid and\budgeting

II. Long-Range Planning of the Firm's Activities
\

A. Long-range planning formation

1. Organizational goals an objectives
2. The usefulness of long-r ge planning
3. The development of lorg-r e plans and strategies

B. Capital budgeting

Cash flows
2. Time value of money
3. Eitimating capital expenditures
4. Estimating net returns \

5. Techniques for decision-making.
a. Present-value
b. Internal rate of return
c. Payback

d, Accounting rate of return

C. Cost of .capital \I

1. Basic characteristics of debt equity
a. Claims on income and assets
b. Maturity and management arrangements

2. Cost of funds
a. Senior securities - -bond and preferred,stock
b. Residual funds--camnstock and retained earnings3. Weighted average cost of capital

III. Acquisition and Management of Long-Term Funds

A. Capital structure

1. Planning an optimal structure
2. Relationship to operating and financial leverage
3. External and internal funds
4. Income, risk and control factors

24
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B.' Considerations of capital acquisition

1. Public- offerings

a. Nature and extent of use
b. Costs and terms
c. Regulations

2. Private placements

a. Terms

b. Advantages and disadvantages
c. Sources of 'funds

.

3. Privilege& subscriptions'

a. Rights issues
b. Value to stockholder and issuer

C. Sources of capital acquisition

1. Short-term loans and intermediate term funds

2. tong-term debt

a. Characteristics of Debt

1:--efeditoi 'status
.2. Priority of claim on income
3. Priority of claim on assets

b. Types of bonds

1. Debentures : regulay and subordinated.
2. Mortgage and collateral bonds
3. Income and serial bonds
4. Convertibles

c. Security and repayment provisions

1: Sinking fund plans
2. Call provisions
3. Refunding' arrangements

3../ Preferred stock

a. Types of preferred stocks: cumulative, participating convertible

b. Reasons for and extent of use of preferred stock

1. Advantages to corporation
2: Investor appeal

al
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c.,Righti of preferred stockholders

1. Claims on income-and assets
2. Protective provisions

Common stock

a. Residual status

1. Claims on residual income and assets
2. Valuation: par, market, book value

b. Rights of common stockholders

1. Rights to elect directors
2. Voting arrangementi
3. Right to inspect books

c. Warrants and conversions

Rettlined earnings

a. Types 'of dividends: cash, stock diVidends and splits,

combination dividends, regular and extra

b. Dividend policy

1. Legal limitations '

2'. Procedural arrangements
3. Market:considerations

c. Growth through retained earnings

1. Expansion, through retention
2. Interests of managers
3. Interests of owners

Long-Range Planning through Mergers

A. Mergers and acquisitions

1. Reasons for combinations

2. Mergers and consolidations

3. ACquisitions

4, Techniques and terms.

Failure and reorganization

1. Voluntary arrangements

Involuntary arrangements

Reorganization or liquidation

26
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V. Planning and Manegement of Working Capital

A. Cash and,marketable securities

1. Cash flows

a. Tracing cash movements
'b. Original sources

c. Relationship to pmfits and depreciation allowance

2. Efficient cash management

a. Minimum requirements
b. Collection control techniques
c. Disbursement systems

3.- Alternative uses of cash

a. Types of marketable securities

b. Certificates of deposit and repurchase agreements

"4. Forecasting monthly cash 'flows

B. Receivables

1. Level required for. operations

a. Control of investment in receivables
b. Relationship of credit policy to profits

2. Credit extension policy and criteria

a. Credit terms
b. Credit standards

c. Sources of information on applicants

3. Collection policy

a. Receivables turnover
b. Cost of discounts and losses

c.,Estimating probabilities of losses

C. Inventory

1. Inventory costs

a. Investment in inventories
b. Space and service costs
c, 4ventory risks

2. Control techniques,

a. Economic order quantity-
b.. Safety stocks

c. Application stocks

27
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3. Relationship to overall financial requirements

a. Stock-outs versus inventory costs
b. Impact of delivery and production factors.
'a. Evaluation of inventory system

r VI. Managerial Accounting System for Planning: Master Budget

A. Characteristics of budgets--definition of budget, advantages of
budgets

B. The preparation of a master budget

1. Time span

2. Flexible vs, static budgets

3. Formalization of the planning proceduie

4. :The development of sales budget, production-budget, etc.
/'

5. 'Coordination and communication
rz

-C. Impact of people on budgets

1. Human relations impact on budget'

2. Budget presence on human perforinance

'VII. Cost- Volume-- Profit Analysis

A. Cost concepts

1. Variable vs. fixed costs

2. Committed costs, managed costs

B. Cost measurement of variable and fixed costs

1. The high-low two point method

2. Engineering methods

3. Statistical methods

'C. Assumptions underlying break-even analysis

D. Calculation of break-even point (or range)

1. For one product, two products, multiple products

2. Analysis and manipulation of break-even for changes in the
parameters

E. Uses' and limitations of cost-volume profit analys s
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VIII. Standards and Flexible Budgeting for Control

A. Standards and forecasting

B. Types of standards

C. The relationship between standards and budget

D. Standards as measures of efficiency

E. The control process and essence of control

F. The usefulness of flexible budgeting in the control process

IX. Analysis of Variances--A Part of the Control Process

A. Material variances--price variance quantity variance

'B. Labor variances--labor rate variance, labor efficiency variance

i ___--- C. Measuring capacity and the choice of capacity level for control

D. Contraof capacity--expected idle capacity variance, volume variance
'.

E. Measuring effectiveness variances in dollars rather than physical
measures

\'

1. Limitations-\ f monetary measures

2. Using contribution margins as approximations of wanottunity costs

Analysis of overhe\ad variances

1 .

X. Responsibility Accounting System

F.

A. Characteristics. of responsibility. accounting

B. Controllable and non-controllable costs

1. Distinguishing features of controllability

2. Assigning costs to individual wingers

C. Cost allocation for the purpose of a responsibility accounting system

1. The factors influencing the question to allOcate

2. The behavioral consequences, of full allocation

XI. The Contribution Margin Approach and Net-Profit-Approach

A. The characteristiCs and usefulness of each approach

B., The limitations of each approaCh
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C. The contribution margin approach and production decisions

D. The contribution margin approach and marketing decisions

XII. Financial Surrogates and Measuring Divisional Performafice

A. The impact of management accounting systems on divisional behairior

1. Accounting information as motivation devices

2. Organizational goals and accounting information

3. Divisional- pressure and manipulating Avisional accounting reports

B. Profit centers and cost centers

1. Measurgment problems of assets, capital

2. The rules governing divisional reporting of income

C. Financial indicators of divisional performance

1. Rate of return on investmentadvantages and weaknesses

'2. Controllable profit -- budgeted or actual

0 3. Residual income

D. Transfer pricing

1. Methods for pricing ransfer goods--coit, market price, negotiated
prices

2. Implications of divisional income and measuring divisional performance

XIII. Relevant Costing.

A. The kind of'data needed for special decisions

B. Meaning of relevant costing

C. The type of decisions for which relevant costing is relevant

1. Deletion or addition.of produ is or departments

2. Make or buy

3. Repladement of=old machines .

4. Piicing decisions

XIV. Product Costing and-Product Priting

A. Job order and process costing
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B. Absorption costing for product costing system-

C. Direct costing for product costing system

D. Standard costing for product costing system

E. The economist's views on pricing and the relevance of product costing

Recommended Texts:

Van Horne, JameE7G-fundamentals of Financial Management, (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,------
-- Englewood Cliffs, N.J.) 1971.

Johnson, Robert W. Financial Management, (Allyn and Bacon, Inc. Boston, Mass.)
4th Edition, 1971.

Walker, Ernest W. Essentials of Financial Management, (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.), 2nd Edition, 1971.

Prather, Charles L. West, James E. Financing Business Firma, (Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., gomewood, Ill.) 4th Edition, 1971.

C.L.U. Study. Guide: Accounting and Finance ,(The American Colleige.of Life
Underwriters, Bryn Mawr, Pa.) 1971.

Horngren, Charles T. Managerial Accounting, (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.) 2nd Edition, 1970.

Moore, Carl L., and Robert K. Jaedicke. Managerial Accounting, (South-Western
Publishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio) 1967.

Anthony, Robert Y. Management Accounting, (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood,
Ill.) 4th Edition, 1970.
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Unit III: Monetary Environment

I. Money and Credit

A. Money and the Economic System

1. Definition
2. Money and the Unit of Account
3 Money, Assets, and Liquidity

a. Money and wealth
b. Money and liquidity
c. Reasons for holding money

4. The Role of Money

a. The importance of money in the economic system
b. Rudimentary monetary analysis

B. Money Types and Standards

1. Kinds of Money

a. Physical types
b. Full- bodied and token money
c. Legal tender money

2. Monetary Standards

a. Commodity standards
b. Non-commodity or paper standards
c. The importance of the monetary standard

3. Monetary Developments

a. Usefulness versus uselessdess
b. From commodity money to debt money
c. Changing conceptions concerning desirable monetary qualities

C: The Present Monetary Structure of the United States

1. Legal, and Administrative Organization
2. The Monetary Standard'
3. The Money Supply of the United States

a. Varying definitions, M1,'M2, M3

b. The significance of the aggregates
c. The role of near moneys
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D. Credit and Credit Instruments

1. Nature and FUnctions of Credit Instruments

A. Debt and credit
b. Credit instruments as a device for transferring control

over money

2. Typei of Credit Transactions
3. The Importance of Self-Liquidating Credit Instruments
4. Credit Instruments of Major Importance to Banking

a. Notes, drafts, and governments
b. Checkg, certified checks, and cashiers' checks
c. Collaterdl loans
d. Term loans
e. Other types

5. The Credit System

a. The layering of claims /.
b. Maintenance of the continuity of Credit relationships
c. Credit and economic stability

6. Price-!field Relationships

a. Market pride and yield
b. Price-yield relationships for a Treasury bill
c. Price-yield relationships for a "consol",
d. Market prices and maturity
e. Reconciliation of the coupon rate with the market yield

.

f. Yield Curves

II. Commercial Banks and Related Institutions

A. Nature, Furetions and Operations of Commercial Banks

Functions of Commercial Banks

a. The commercial banking business
b. The structure of commercial banking in the United States

2. The Process of Money Creation

a. Cash flows and deposit changes
b. The lending process and the creation of derivative deposits
c. Interbank deposit transfers

3. The Theories of Commercial Banking

a. Traditional - Assumed adjustment of money supply to "needs of trade"
b. Modern
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B. Commercial Bank Deposit Expansion

1. Bank Rt:serves

a. Definition and implication
b. Legal and nonlegal reserves
c. .The.functions of bank reserves

2. The Reserve Ratio

a. Fractional reserves
b. The minimum reserve ratio as a limit to deposit expansion

3. Cash Drain
h. E..pansion Limits

a.

b.

c.

d.

e. .

f.

Expansion limits of banking system with no external drain\
Expansion limits of a banking system with an external drain,
Time deposits, financial intermediaries, and demand deposit expansion
Actual versus potential deposits: the role of excess reserves
Expansion limits of an individual bank within-a system of many banks
Qualifications relating to the expansion of the individual bank

C. The Bank as a Business Enterprise

1. The Fundamental Banking Problem: Profitability vs. Liquidity
2. Management of Bank Liabilities

a. Deposit liabilities
b. Nondeposit debt liabilities
c. labilities to stockholders

3. Management of Bank Assets

a.

b.

c.

d.

The schedule of priorities
Criteria of'portfolio po*cy
Portfolio policy alternatives
Particular devices affecting bank assets

D. Money. Markets and the. Adjustment of Liquidity Requirements

1. The Money Market in Relation to other Financial Markets
2. Development of the Mopey Market and Money Market Instruments
3. Organization of the Money Market
4. Interest Rates
5. Adjustment of Liquidity Needs

E. Other Financial Institutions

1. The General Functions of Financial Institutions
2. Specific Services Performed by Financial Institutions

a.

b.

c.

d.

Provision of circulating medium
Expert management and administration
Information and advice

Facilitation of diversification
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e. Provision of savings facilities
f. Acting as intermediaries in security distribution
g. Lending facilities

3. Financial Services of the Federal Government
_ .

a. Development of lefiding activities
b. Major services provided

III. Historical Background of Modern Monetary and Banking Developments

A. The Currency History of the United States to 1900

1. Gresham's Law in American Monetary History
2. The First Period of Legal Bimetallism, 1792-1834
3. The Second Period of Legal Bimetallism, 1834-1873
4. The Period of the Legal Gold Standard

B. Historical Background of the American Banking System

1. Banking Developments Before 1860

a. The First Bank of the United States, 1791-1811
b. The Second Pank of .the United States, 1816-1836
c. Other Banking Systems and early developments

2. The National Banking System

a. Origin
b. Later history
c. Accomplishments and major defects

3. Central Banking Functions before the Federal Reserve

a. Activities of the Secretary of the Treasury
b. Banking substitutes for central bank functions

IV. The Federal Reserve System and Instruments of Monetary Management

A. Structure and FUnctions of the FwleralReserve System

1. Orgahization of the Federal Reserve System

a.. Board of Governors
b. The Federal Reserve Banks
c. The Federal Open Market Committee
d. Federal Advisory Council-
e. Member banks
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Functions of the Federal Reserve Banks

a: Control of credit and stabilization of business conditions
b. Bankers' banks.
c. Banks for the.government
d. Clearing and collection
e. Regulation and Rupervision
f. Miscellaneous

B. Instruments of Federal Reserve Monetary Management

1: The General Instruments of Monetary Control

a. The discount mechanism.
b.. Open-market operations
c.. Changes inreserve requirements
d. Limits to Federal Reserve credit expansion

2. The Selective Instruments of Credit Control

a. Margin requirements
b. Control of consumer credit'
c. Control of real estate credit

C. Treasury and Other Influences. on Bank Reserves: The Reserve Equation

1. Treasury Instruments of Monetary Management

a. Treasury currency issues
b. Treasury management of its cash balances

2. Other Major Factors Affecting Bank Reservei

a. Gold purchases and sales
b. Currency in circulation

3.'Sources.amALUses of Reserve Funds

a. The reserve equation
b. Deteruelation of the volume of member bank reserves
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AREA OF COMPETENCY .

Environmental Studies

Involves an analysis of the development of the corporate enterprise in this

country, its conduct, the internal and external environment in which it

must operate, and the various elements which foster, condition and/or

restrict its unlimited growth and operation

"LEGAL ENVIRONMENT PUBLIC POLICY)MANAGENENT <

1. The Corporate Concept 1. History and Growth of 1.The Political
Management in the Environment
United States

2. Agency Doctrines 2. Three Approaches to 2.Business - -Govern-
the Development of ment Relations
Management Th Ought

3. Corporate Management 3. The Social Environment 3.Regulation of
and 'Control of Business Competition (Anti-

AREA TEAM: Professor John W. Collins

Professor L. Richard Oliker

Professor Malcolm D. Schlusberg

39

Trust, Consumerism, etc.)
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Environmental Studies

The. business enterprise, regardless of its structure (proprietorship, partner-

.

ship, or corporation), operates in a constantly evolving environment. This

AreaJs designed to provide an appreciation for this evolution and the internal

and external factOrswhich condition and /or :impinge upon the unrestricted

operation of the business sector. As in the case with the other Areas of

e,'Competency comprising this "external" degree, the content will be roughly

equivalent to eight or nine semester hours of study.

The development of the professional manager and the corporate enterpriie, the

relationship between. the two and the operation of both as part of a larger,

societal .environment has been the subject' of much writing and research. Every

student.ofmanagethent should be aware of these relationships. This Area .

encompasses materials which may be grouped under these major sections:

I. 'The Legal Environment of Business

II. The'Development and Operation of.Business Management

III. The Political Environment and Public Policies Toward Business

. The Leal Environment of. Business-

ThelooSt important form of American business enterpriSe is the corporation,

The. effective business manager should. understand the legal nature' of the

.corporation and the rights, duties and powers of various parties affiliated

,
.

tiith: the corporate enterprise.. . .

.

Crea,:itin of 'a corporation requires sanction by the government. Once-.

sanctpny, thelsW-treats the corporation as a separate legal entity. The

.Amtftyscatus,shields the shareholder from liability imposed on the corporation.

pdweVer.. in Iexcept ion-al cases courts will decide ttiit justice requires. that

th4.-ignore-theseparate entity and impoie liability directly upon share holders..
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Managers 'should understand

facilitates and constrains

As a fictitious entity,

through agents. Employees

36

theseparate.entity concept and the ways in which.,it

the business activities of the corporation.

recognized by law, a corporation can only act

I

can impOse tort, Contract and criminal liability on

a corporation. Managers should comprehend the principal -.agent relationship

and -the circumstances underyfilch agents may impose liability on the corporation.

Most significantly,.the managersmust know ofthe rights, duties and

powers of shareholders, directors and officers. 'Act ons y members of of

______.-

these groups is limited and can only'be.exercised when certain procedures are

followed. Duties_of care, loyalty and disclosure are imposed under certain

circumstances. The-legal-interrelationship of stockholders, directors and

.officers will contribute to the determination of where within-the corporation

_ decision-making power is located. The evolution of this power,its application

.in a corporate setting, and its societal impact are viable aspeets of bUsiness .

operations which must be considered on the part of all managers.

II. The Development and.00eration of Business Management

Management has evolv d'as a distinct and identifiable intellectual activity

'that lendi itself to study, research, experimentation, teaching and practice.

Its development indicates a chronological relationship to-the-evoltition of the
. .

economic and industrial:Climate of the countries,, where it originated and flourished.

In this country, the genesis of management thought was from the operative or

work force area (via Scientific Management); in Europe it was,from the executive

level of general administrative
management. This:development.resulted from

contributions of certain disciplines such as engineering, economics, mathematics,

psychology and sociology. -Management thought is now capable of contributing conceptsA
.

and ideas in'return to these disciplines which nourished its origin and growth..

41
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Econamic,.social, and political systehe always.exist within organized

society/ and reciprocating institutional forces are constantly, at work. A

choice-Of objectives for business firms must be made which are economically, socially,

and legally justifiable and acceptable to organized societY.*, Professional

manageri, owners, or some type of leadership must be able to Successfully employ

some process of decision making to choose the objectives necessary for the

survival of the enterprise within its specific environment.

Facilitating aids to decision making in choosing courses of action are:

(1).a basic process for acquiring and'ordering the resources required for the

/ operation of the firm; (2) aspects of the.behavioral sciences which can be

utilized for dealing with problems arising with the human resources of the firm;

and (3) techniques and strategies for problem solving, such as operations
.

research tools, and management science-methods.

Managerial decision making must be accomplished in a manner which acknowledges

the firm's recognition of its'responsibility to various constituencies such as

owners, stockholders, creditors, customers and the general public. Decisions

involving capital, material and human resources are subject to certain constraints

,

impOsed biiagious government agencies. The firm thus operates in an environment

which is subject to both established and.changing parameters.

III. The Politial Environment and Public. Policies Toward Business

Public policy also plays an important role in the direction of the business

economy and the parameters it poses .for.mahagerial decision-making. PUblic policy

inthia,context refers to the output of the legal and political-system that have
L

. a great impact on the total environment in which the business firm operates.
.

In order to comprehend this impact, it is first necessary to understand the

political process from which emanates. .Thisre-quires some knowledge of those

political institutions that are engaged-in the-policy making process, and, more
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importantly, of the forces that operate upon those institutions. -The AMerican

political.system is perhaps best, described as pluralistic, and it isimportant

for managers to have an awareness of how power is distributed within the system

and the kinds of influences that are brought to bear on policies, rules and

decisions enforced by governmental processes. It is.necessary-that the manager

further understand that business itself is a majOr actor (or more specifitally-
. " .

.\coliection of majoractors)within the political process with potentially

substantial impact on this. segment of the environment.
)

The basic assumption of American public policy towards business is that the

private firm is the normal means for the distribution of goods and. services to the

public, but that it is appropriate for the government to intervene when deemed .

_essential to redress imbalances and to serve the public interest, as that becomes

defined in the political process. It is important to understand that government

, and the'business community have become increasingly interdependent, and that

public intervention is.suPPIemental and facilitative as well as prescriptive and

corrective. The multiple and varied aspects of business-goyernment relations must

be 'considered,-with the impact of government described in terms of both its

promotional and, regulatory roles.

The manager must be specifically aware of those particular.rules. and pOlicies

'that pose parameters on his conduct of the firm. The final segment of thesection

on-public policy describes in some detail how government controls competitive

practices. through operatpn-Of,the anti-trust laws and-Other statutes that'regUlate

trade and competitive Practices.' The content of that regulation.must be viewed

in terms of its social and political inputs as well as formal legal processes

and subsequent economic impact. The segment'is. Concluded with an 'examination of

recant trends in regulation and'an analysis orthe prospective future directions.
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OBJECTIVES

. .The Legal Environment of Business

The primary objectives of this segment of the Area are to provide an

understanding of the corporate concept, the role of agents vis a vis the

corporation, and the rights, duties and liabilities of corporateshare-

holders, directors and officers..

The student will be expected to be able to:

1. Define the Corporate concept and distinguish the corporation from

other forms of bUsiness enterprise.

2. Analyse the advantages and disadvantages of incorporation of a

business enterprise.

3. Describe the basic steps of incorporation.

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the term "cloie'corporation".and

describe the legal significance of such an enterprise.

5! Recognize the business and legal status of the corporate promoter.

6. 'Define the principal-agent relationship and to describe its legal

significance.

7. Describe, the various sources_of .authority of an agent.
0

8. Define the agency doctrine of respondent superior.

9. Trace the necessary legal steps for valid action by corporate

-shareholders.

10. Trace the necessary legal steps for valid action by corporate director.

11. Demonstrate an understanding of the process of voting by shareholders.

12. Describe the division of power between shareholders and directors.'

13. Analyse various methods of delegating corporate power, by directors.

14. Describe the,problem of corpOrate deadlock and varying means of resolving

such deadlock.



15.'Understand the duties of officers, directors and controlling shareholders.

16. Describe the duty of case owed by officers and directors and the parameters 1,

of,such duty.

17. Define the duty of loyalty ofofficers and directors and describe the

situations in which such a duty comes into question.

18. Describe- the duties of controlling shareholders to minority shareholders.

19. Analyse the problem of trading in-corporaie'sharedby persons with, "inside"

information.

.II. The Development and'Operation of Business Management

The basic purpose of this segment of the Area is to provide.an understanding

of the process of management, the behavior of individuals within organizations

and the consequent effeEii>of organization upon individuals, and the application

of management 'techniques for decisibn making and problem solving.

The student will be expected-to-be-able-tog..

20. Describe the genesis and evolution of the four indentifiable stages in

the development of management thought in the United States.

21. Define Scientific Management in-terms of the several functions inherent in

its operation.

22. Describe the management process, list and define its four basic elements

and,discuss several applications of the process to given management situations.

23. Demonstrate a.sensitivity to the impact of organization upon the iuman

resources of the firi and describe'the.resUlts of the Hawthorne Studies which

led to the recognition of the reaction of the work force to_organilation.

,

24. Define a "hierarchrof needs" and describe at least five dys-functional

aspects of the non-s-atisfaction of such needs.

25. Demonstrate an awareness of the various types of motivational techniques

--
available for managerial, use by listing at least-four and discussing their

. ,

applicationto given situations.
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26. Discuss the place of authority, accountability and responsibility in an

organization on one hand and power, influence, and status on the other.

27. Recognize and define various leadership theories and styles (at least

three of each).

28. Discuss.given organizational objectives and the means-by which they may

be accomplished.

29. Define the process for implementing organizational- change.

30. Trace the development of systems management and describe its broad value

in terms of the interaction of complex organizations.

31. Describe the decision-making process and the requirements forand timing

of informational,inputs and communications in this proCess.

.32. Discuss the application of at least six (6) contemporary decision-making

techniques, some of-which may be specific operations research tools.

33. DisCuss the relationship and
apparent conflicts between the three

approaches to management thought.

34. Critically analyse the social responsibility concept of managepient

today'S society.
0

35. Demonstrate an awareness of the economic, legal and social factors which

impinge upon the unrestricted operation of the firm.

III. The Political Environment and Public Policies Toward Business,

\:41The primary emphasis is to give the student a basic understand g of the

political environment, an awareness of the role public policy plays in the direction
1.... _

of the business economy, and. nowledge of specific legal and regulatory parameters

on the conduct of the firm.;

The student will be-expected-to:-----

36. Define the nature of the political irocess in AmericSO society.

. -37. Recognize the distribution of- political resources and the basis of power

and influence in American politics.
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38. Describe the role played, in the public policy process by the relevant

political institutions.

39. Trace the development. and impact of interest groups on the public policy-

making process.

40. Critically analyse the role of business within the political environment:

41. Demonstrate an awareness of the nature and scope of business

relations.

government

42. Trace the development of political and legal responses to the probi

a complex industrial society.

43. Understand' distinctions between bus regulation and economic planning,

i
and also between governmelit-interference and facilitation of business.

44,Jetdeeig-the.administrative framework of agencies and proCedures within
(

.-..,---
,,,,,,..m,--......-,.---- .

%07=."-----.which..regulation takes place:

45. Recognize the role of government as manager within the economy, as promoter

and facilitator of business, as a regulator of business uractices, and

as a framer of the economic environment through its contracting and

procurement policies.

"46. Project future developments in Business-government relations.

47._Demonstrate a sensitivity to the relatiOnship of industrial organization

to the demands of public policy (kinds and degrees of competition, etc.)

48. List and describe the primary legislative-statutes regulating competition.

49. Recognize the current.status of government policy towards mergers, acquisi-

tions, and consolidations, and demonstrate an awareness of problems such as

measuring concentration and determining the relevant market.

50. List and critically analyse current guidelines set forth by government

agencies regarding mergers and acquisitions. \
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51. Recognize, describe, and critically Analyse the major cbmponents of---

trade regulation'including rules covering price fixing, prici-discrimina-

-----7
tion, tyineigreements, unfair'and fraudulant-fiade practices, etc./

52. Trace recent'developments-in consumer protection by the government.

53. Discuss the-aggies,.procedures, and sanctions involved in the

orcement of anti -trust and trade regulation.

54. Recognize and, critically analyse.the-principal problems and policy decisions

involved in the enforcement process of anti-trust and trade regulation.

55. Recognize and critically analyse current trends in anti-trust and trade

regulap.on, and to project potential future developments in the regulation

. of competition.

\ 4

Ci
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

I. The Corporate Concept

A. Alternative Forms of Enterprise - The Decision to Incorporate

1. Individual Proprietorship

2. Partnership

3. Corporation

B. Creation of the Corporation

1. E.,s6ntial Steps

a.,' Certificate of Incorporation

b. By-Laws

c. Organizational Meetings

2. Defectively Created Corporation

C. Characteristici of the Properly Created Corporation

1.- 'Entity Theory

a. Limited Liability

b. Piercing the Corporate Veil

t, Limited Corporate Power

d. "PerCia"-qrs "Citizen" Status within Constitutional and
Statutory Pi-ovisions

2.. Close Corporations

D. Pre-Incorporation Promoter's Contracts

1. Practical Problems of Obtaining Pre-Incorporation-Contracts

2. Promoter's, Liability

3. Corporation's Liability

II.- Agency Doctrines.

A. Corporations Can Act Only Through Agents

49
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F. Duties of Management and Controlling Shareholders

1. Duty of Care of Officers and Directors

a. Negligence Concept

(1) Standard of Care

(2) Causality

b. 'Business JudgMent Rule

c. Indemnification for legal Expenses

0 2. Duty of Lqyalty of Officeis and DireCtors

a. Fiduciary Concept

b. Cdrporate Opportunity

c. Competing with.Corpbration

d. , Dealing with Corporation

e. Interlocking Directorships

3. Duty of Controlling lalareholders

a. Extent of Duty

b. Discharge of Duty

4.- Transactions. in Shares by Directors and Controlling Shareholders
. .

..
Common Law Rules

b.. Federal Legislationfconcerning disclosure of "inside' infor-

mation

c. Sale of Corporate Contra'.

IV. The Development of Management Thought ,

A. The Evolution of Management Thought in the -United States

1. The Internal Environment - Managerial Evolution in the'Fiim

2. The External Environment - Managerial Evolution in a Sogietal

Setting (Involves the interaction and development of the Division

pf Labor, the Protestant Ethic, Social Darwinism, Organized Labor, etc.)t
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. The' Social Impact of Organization

1. The Individ Within-On-the-job and Off-the-job Satiofactions

.

2. Economic Effects of Industrial Organization

C. Three Approaches to the Development of Management Thought

1. The Traditional Approach

2. The Behavioral Approach

3. The Systems Approach

D.. The Future for Developments in Management

V. The Traditional ApprOach

A. Scientific Management

1. Source and Deyelopment of Scientific Management
:.

2. Contributors to Scientific Management (Includes Taylor, the

I"
Babb age; Gilb reths , Fayol, Gant t ers on , ToWne , etc. ).

3. The Functions Of Scientific M EigeMent

a.' Time and Motion StridY
,

b. Wage Systems . and Work Incentives

c. Preparation Of the Work. Force

B. The Manageqnt Process,
.

'1.. Planning

-a. Identification and Ranking of ,Objectives
. '-

b Measurement of Objectives

4 e. Forecaetin. g r Future Alternatives,

d. Timing ani Implementation of Planned Objectives

".2. Organizing.

i
a. Traditional Principles of Organization

(Useful only as first approximations in the organizing function -
are, generalizations which relate to human arias- in any organiza-
'tion and 'involve Unity of Command, The "Exception Principle,"
Span of 'Control, Departmentalization, Decentralization, etc.)
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(10 Formal, Organizations

(b) Informal' Organizations

3. Motivating

(To txa covered in detail in Section IV, introduced only .as

part of :.the Management Process)
.

a. The Need for Motivational Incentives Within Complex Organizations

-b. Maslow; ' The Hierarchy pf Needs

"yarkinson's Law.," "The Peter Principle,' and "One Upmanship"

Controlling

The Required EnvironMent for Control

b.. Control of Resources

FeOdback Loops Control Mechanisms

The BebaviOral'ApProach

kputicia,cloilg of Human BehaVfor

I. Th tiawc.horne:.Studies -

2. Applications- of the Behavioral Sciences to Management Situations

"E. mati V /3 don kind,.BettaVior

Herzbe'sg and Need Satisfaction

2,: , Dysfunctional 'Aspects of the Non-Satisfaction of Needs,
. ,. . ,

a.. _DefenslAfe BehaVior ,Patterns (Involves Withdrawal, Compensation,
...

.1:
Rcpresa tons , )

b. Cimilict Within .the' Informal Organization
: .

c. Managarial Obsolescence
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3. Motivational Techniques

a. Management by Objectives'

b. Participatory Management

c. Job Enrichment,

d., The Management Audit.

C. The Inlormal Organization

1. The Basis far Group Formation..

2. Types of Groups in Organizations

3. Characteristics of Group Operation (Role, Status, Norms,

San4ions, etc.)

D. Organizational Leadership

1. Power and Influence as Characterizations of Leadership

4.

Li

2., Leadership Theories (Trait, Situational, and Personal Behavior) P

3. Leadership Styles and Categorizations (The Managerial Grid,

The Houile Model, The Likert Scale, Sensitivity Training)

E. Organizational Development and Change

1.. Organizational Objectives

2. Organizational Control.(Technological_versus Map Made Elements

of Control)

3. The Management of Change (The Environment for. Change; Recognition

'of the Need for Change,, Problem Recognition, Alternatives,

Selectioniof Strategies, Implementation, Control of Change)

VII. The Systems Approach
fer

A. Aspects of Systems Management

L. 4

1. Uses and Typ6s of Techniques
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Development of a Systom

. a. Determining Systems Requirements

b. Design of a New System

B. Decision Making

1. The Decision-Making EnVironment (Certainty, Uncertainty, Risk)

2. The Process of Decision Making (The Intelligence, Design and

hoice Activities)

3. Information, and Communications Systems

4. Application of Specific Decision -Making.Techniques (Break Even

Analysis, Operations Research Tools,YHeuristic Problem SolVinfiEta-J-
.

C. Human Problems of Systems Management

D. ' Synthesis of the Three Approaches to Management Development'-(As an

Integrated System)

'VIII. The External EnVironment

A. Social Resporsibilities.of Management

1. Business Ethics and Legal Parameters

2'. Community Needs

3. Business Responses--

"

a. Involvement in Social Problems

b. Dimensions of. Corporate Philanthropy

The Assessment of Responsibility

a. The Problem of Accountability

B. External Restraints

1. Sociological

2. Economic

3. Political
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IX. The Political Environment.

A. The Political Process

1. The Meaning of Politics: nWho get what, when, how"

2. Legitimacy and Authority: The Role .of the State/

3. The Distribution of Political Resources

4. Power and Influence

5. Political Values in. the American Context

B. 'American Political Institutions

1. The Federal Government

a. The Presidency

b. The Congress

c. The Judiciary

d.\ The Bureaucracy
\

2. Federalism and Decentralized Political Decision-making

C. Pluralism: Interest Groups and Governmental Processes

1. The Nature, Scope andFunction.of Interest Groups

2. Potential Interests and "The rules of the game"

3. Polley Making Within the Pluralist Model-
1

a. Bargaining and Coalition Formition

b.-- Socialization of Conflict and Accomodation of Interests

c. Proble:1 of Access to the Political Process
\ .

D. Business Participatioh in the Political Process (Anticipatory and

Reactive)

1. Participation in Electoral Politics

2. Participation in Governmental Politics (Public Policy 'Decision-making)
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X. Business Government Relations

A.. Nature and Scope of the Business-Government Interface

1. From Laissez Faire to "The New Industrial State"; the Developmeat of

Democratic Responses to the Problems of a Complex Industrial 'Society

a. Balancing Economic and Social Interests.

b. The Distinction Between Business Regulation eindEconchlic Planning

c. The Distinction Between Government Interference awl Facilitation

Business

2. Federal and State Regulation of Commerce

3. Taxation of Business

4. The. Administrative Framework: Agencies and Procedures

B. Government as manager

1. Managing the Economy

a. Assuring Aggregate Demand, Economic Security, and Economic

Stability

2. Managing Natural Resources

a. Resource' Conservatism,

b. Environmental Quality ProteCtion

3. Managing Public Services and Enterprises

a. Competition with Private Business

b. New Developmsnts: Comsat, Amtrack,'etc.

C. Government as Promoter and Facilitator of Busline s

1. Grants, Subsidies and Trade Policies

2. Tax Behefits (research, development, resource utilization,,etc.)

5:
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3. Services to Business (everything from building roads and airports

to furnishing economic statistics-and weather forecasts)

4. Small Business'Assistance

5. Loans, Guarantees and Insurance Programs

*6. Protecting Proprietary Interests: Licensing, Franchises, Patents,

'Trademarks, et.

/D. Government as regu1ator_of business

1. Anti-trust, Trade Regulation and.ConsuMer Protection (brief survey -

covered'in detail'in XI below)

2. Public Utilities

3. Transportation and Communication

4. Banking, Securities and Insurance

5. Labor Organizations

6. Employment Practices

7. Environmental Despoliation

E.' Government as Buyer

1. Scope and Impact of Government PurChases and Contracting

2. Procurement as Regulation (employment practices,1 stockpiling, etc.)

3. Contracting, out of Public Functions
,

a. Concern with the Military-Industrial Complex

F. Projecting Future Developments in Business-Government Relations

XI. Regulation of Competition (Anti-trust and trade regulation)

A. Industrial Organization and Public Policy

1. Monopoly and Oligopoly

2. Competition (perfect, workable, effective, and free)
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3. Legal Responses Under the Comma' Law

4. The Statutory Response

a. Sherman, Clayton, Robinson Patman, etc.

B. Mergers, Acquisitions and Consolidations

1. Forbidden Practices - Vertical and Horizontal

a. Measuring Concentration

b. Determining the. Relevant Market

2. Conglomerate and Product Extension Mergers

a. Potealii-Competitors and Trade Practice

3. Mergers in Regulated Industries and Exemptions from Aati-trust

4. Development of Contemporary Guidelines and Restrictions

C. Trade Regulation

1. Combinations and Agreements to Exclude Competitors and Exchange

Information'

2. Price Fixing'(prohibitions and exceptions)

3. Price, Discrimination (prohibitions and exceptions)

4. Tying Contracts and EXclusive Dealings

5. Resale Price Maintenhnce
,

6. Unfair'end Fraudulent Trade Practices

7. Advertising, Labeling, and Disclosure

8. Special Concqns (foods, drugs, etc.)

9. Recent Delielopments in Consumer Protection

D. Enforcement of Anti-Trust and Trade Regulation

1. Agencies Involved

a. FTC, Justice Dept., and Other Federal and State Regulatory Bodies

b. Problem of Uniformity and Coordination of Enforcement Policies
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/

2. 'Judicial Fdrums and Legal Proceedings

3. Sanctions'

a. Regulation as a Corrective Device

b. Regulation as a Deterrent Measure,

4. Problems in Defining the Public Interest

S'
Trade Regulation

in Anti-Trust and

a. Who should be Protected: Competitors, Competition, or Consumers?

5. Political Inputs into Enforcement Decisions

E. Prdjecting Future DeCelopments in the Regulation ofCompetition

1. Class Actions nd an Expanded Role for the Courts

2. Legislative and Administrative Developments

`vs
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
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LOGISTICS

The term logistics may be defined as the management Of products and servicesfrom the point of origination to the point of acceptance and use by thecustomer. Logistics includes the functions of procurement, production,marketing and transportation. The relationship between the functions is
depicted in fljure 1.

4

Procurement-----4:Production---> Marketing<
Transportation

311.

Logistics in this cRurse.mdst be viewed in .a .generic.sense. That is it shouldnot be considered to be analogous to transportation or physical' distribution
from the point of production to the consumer. Rather logistics in this courseshould be interpreted in a broad sense that involves the creation of time,place and form utility.

In order to comprehend the depth of the subject of logistics the functional
concepts mentioned in Figure 1 will now be defined. They are defined as follows:

Procurement - this term refers to the purchasing'activities that are performedby an organiiation.

Production 7 this concept involves "thb creatioh'of things or services which
---are directly or, indirectly capable of satisfying human wants." l

Marketing - this function pertains t o . . . dmianalyzing, organizing, and
planning, and controlling of the firm's customer-impinging resources, policiesand activities with a view to satisfying the needs and wants of chosen customergroups at a profit.' .2

"

0
Transportation ,-.this'concept involves all: those activities that pertain totransferring aprOduct.or service from one point. to another. The transportationactivity is 'concerned with the physical,flow.of goods or services.

This course will bb divided into six main areas:

Envitonmental Analysis
Product Dedisions
Physical Distribution DecisiOns
External Communication Decisions
Procurement Decisions
Logistics Information Systems

1
E. E. Nemmers, Dictionary of Economics and Business (Totowa, N.J.:

Littlefield, Adams and Co., 1966), p.'331.

2
'TN P. Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning and Control

(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 12.
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The systems approach will be used to tie and integrate the various subjecti
and areas in this course together. Other approaches could also be utilized
in the study of logistics. Ai an example, the macro approach that is concerned'
with logistics in the nation as a whole could be employed. Or, at the-opposite
end of the continuum,. the micro approach that pertains to an individual
organization may be used., This course will emphasize the micro approach. The
functional, descriptive, quantitative and qualitative approaches may also be. .
used to .study logistics. As this course is concerned with the managerial aspects
of logistics it may-be assumed that all four approaches - functional, descriptive,
quantitative and qualitative will be employed and incorporated in a unifying
manner with the systems approach. The. aforementioned four approaches, however,will be subservient in use to the managerial systems apprOach. In this course
the management aspects of. logistics will be emphasized. In other words, the

' areas of analyzing, organizing, planning and control will be considered relative
to the subject of logistics. This is not a descriptive course nor:a functional
course, rather it is a course in logistics management.

Numerous reasons exist why such a course is useful to a manager. Two main
points will be. mentioned. First, the logistics area is usually the most
cost incurring or expensive'in an organization. /heiefore, it seems reasonable
that a manager have some understanding as to how to. most effectively manage
this area. Second, a course in logistics is useful as most organizations,
whether they be private, public or quasi-public are' involved with or related
to the activities that are performed within the logistics domain. Due to
the importance of the subject of logistics in an organization and due to its
applications on a multi-organization basis, the subject of logistics is one
that should be understood by a student of manageMent.

At the end of each module is list of behavioral objectives. These behavioral
objectives are examples only and they should not be construed as being .

inclusive and final.

1.. Introduction to 'Logistics
.

Course Outline

Definitions
Historical DevelOpment
.Function
Behavioral Objectives (EXamples)
Define the terms procurement, transpOrtation, marketing, production, and

logistiCs.
List what may be included in the subjects .:of procurement, transportation,
.....marketing and production,

Draw a chart showing the stages of developMent in transportation,
production and logistics.

,
List .the functions that are involved with the' subject of logistics

2. Systems Approach
Courke Outline,. .

.
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Definition
material flow
Inputs

Transformation Process
Outputs
Cooperation with other approaches

Behavioral Objectives (Examples)
Define the term system
Draw a hypothetical materials flow through an organization
List what is in an input
List vaht is in a transformation unit
Listwhat is in the output section
Define the, other approaches that may be consid ered in the study of logistics

3. Environmental Analysis I
Course Outline
Economic Factors
Compet4tive Factors
Union Factors
Legal,Factors

,

Behavioral Objectives (Examples)
From 'among six factors choose the two that are most

economic standpoint.

From among five factors choose the two that most affect an,organization
from a competition standpoint.

List five affects of a union on an organization.
List vol., laws that affect transportation, marketing and production,

respectively.
List two ways that a law may affect transportation, marketing and

production, respectively.

Market Factors
Businesi Factors
Political Factors
Social Factors

important from an

4. Environmental Analysis II
Course Outline

External determinants of market behavior
Internal determinants of market behavior
Acceptance process

Behavioral Objectives, (EXamples)
Define-the concepts that constitute external determinants.
List ten ways that the external determinants will affect the logistics

aye tem.

Define the internal determinants of market behavior.
List two ways that the internal deterMinants will affect thlogistice

sys tem.

Draw the acceptance process.

S. Product Policies I - Planning and Control
Course Outline

Definition of i product
Product miic analysis
Product life cycle analysts
Product characteristics decisions
Product typology and logistical decisions'

1
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Introducing and eliminating products
Behavioral Objectives (Examples)

Define the term product.

List fiiye advantages of a balanced product mix.
Draw the stages of the life cycle of a product.
List two logistic factors that need to be considered at each stage of

the product's life cycle in order to.insure objective fulfillment.
List five factors that'are viewed to be a product characteristic.
Draw one model that depicts the product typology and logistic relationship.
Draw in sequential order the activities that are involved in introducing

and eliminating a product.

6. Product Policies II - Pricing Decisions
Course Outline

Definition of price
Pricing objectives
Cost oriented pricing
Demand oriented pricing
Competition oriented pricing
Other pricing approaches

Behavioral Objectives (Examples)
Define the concept price
List four pricing objectives.
List the parts of the cost oriented approach to pricing
List the pdrts of the demand oriented approach to pricing
List the parti of the competition oriented approach to pricing
Define the other approaches to price setting

7. Product Policies III - Inventory Control
Course Outline
Order time
Order amount
Quantitative calculations

Behavioral Objectilies (Examples)
List the important factors to consider when considering the optimum

order time.

List the important factors to consider when considering the optimum
order amount.

Develop one quantitative model for determining the optimum order
amount. Show hypothetical calculations.

8. Physical Distribution I - Mode of Transportation Selection
Course Outline
Modal Alternatives: air, rail, motor carriage, inland waters and ocean

vessels, pipeline

Characteristics of American Transport: diversity, private ownership,
regulation, innovation, competition

Carrier Types: common, contract, private, exempt
Legal Requirements in c er services: nondiscrimination, delivery,
reasonable rate , outes, safety, service quality
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-Route Alternatives and COmbinations
Line Haul Service
Terminal Services
coordinated multi-carrier or multirmodal services: through rates,

common ownership, contractual arrangements
Innovation and Special Services: containerization, tr.iler-on -flatcar

operation, air freight \
The Private Carriage Decision

Shipper Requirements and Operating Characterics as Determinants of.

Mode Selection
Strategies in designing the transport system; the role of computerization

Behavioral Objectives (Examples)
List and define carrier types.

List important factors in the private carriage decision.
Draw one model that relates transport system development to marketing/ and production policies.
Define the basic requirements of mode and carrier selection.
List and describe four alternatives in coordinated multi-modal transport

service.

Describe the legal restrictions placed on carrier service and marketing.

9. Physical Distribution II - Location of Facilities
Course Outline

Objectives in Site Location
Facility Location Factors

Behavioral ObjectiVes (Examples)
List 5 objectives that should be considered when locating &facility.
List 10 factors that should be considered when locating a transportation
1Wility. Also list 10 factors for a retail outlet and 10 factors
for a manufactUting plant.

.

10. Physical Distribution III - Channel Selection
Course Outline
Nature of Channels,
Types of Intermediaries

Characteristics Of Middleien
(Producers, whOlesilers2and retailers) -

Channel Design and Selection
Evaluating Channel Alternatives

Behavioral ObjectiVes (ExaMP/es)
Draw the different channels\of _distributi.on that exist.
List the characteristics (5) of each intermediary.
List 10 factors that need to be considered when selecting a channel.
Product 5 quantitative models -(calculations)_ that would be useful to
use when evaluating a channel.

11. Physical Distribution IV - Rate Structure and Theory
Course Outline.

Unique charaCteristics oftransport pricing
CharacteristiCiOf demand for transport services
Characteristics of carrier cost structures
Characteristics of transport competition
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Theory of transport pricing
Practice of transport pricing
Pricing and public policy
Rate innovation
Impact of transport rates on economic activity

Behavioral objectives (Examples)

.List the unique-characteristics of transport pricing.
Define the derived demand concept.
Describe the ways in which transport rates are regulated.
List the basic types of transport rates and define each.
Describe the way In which freight classifications are developed and used.
Define joint costs, common costs, opportunitS, costs; and social costs as

they apply to transport operations.
,Define value-of -serviciand coat-of-service as bases for transport rates-

and describe the necessary conditions fin. their use.'
Deicribe the forces leading to changing methods in transportation pricing.,
Define regulatory bases for reasonable rates.
Describe the influence of transport rates on indUstrial location.
List three recent innovations in pricing practice.

12. Physical Distribution V - Facility Design
Course-Outline
Objectives of facility design
Basic types of design
Process design
Fixed-position design
Cost comparisons by type of design
Factors affecting facility design
Quantitative analysis of facility design

Behavioral:Objectives (Examples)--
List the objectives of facility design
List and define the basic typesof facility design
Draw a'proceas design
Produce one quantitative model that may be used in. a facility design

problem.

13. External Communication
Course Outline
Objectives

Types of advertising, personal selling and promotion
Message design
Channel selection.

Behavioral Objectives.(Examples)
List 10 operational external communication objectives.
List two advantages of each type of communication (ads, p.s. and p).
List 10 factors that must be considered when designing a communication
message.

List thi communication channels that exist for an organization.
i Match the main advantage of each channel with the channel that is shown.

i Match the main disadvantage of each channel with the channel that is shown.
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14. Procurement Decisions
Course Outline

The objectives of the procurement department
The purchiiing procedure
Determination of sources of supply
Determination of prices
Make, buy or lease decisions
Value analysis
Systems contracting
Operations research in procurement

Behavioral Objectives (Examples)
Define the objectives of the procurement department.
Outline the purchasing procedure.
List the factors involved in determining the price.
Outline one OR model that may be employed in procurement.

15. Logistics Information System I - Research Methods
Cotirse Outline

Logistic Research - meaning and definition
I Scope of logistic research

Logistic research process
Secondary data
Primary data
Survey design
Experimental design

Behavioral Objectives (Examples)
Define the term logistics research
List what is included in logistics research
Draw the logistics research process
Define the term secondary data
Define the term primary data
List 5 problems with using secondary data and 5 problems with using
primary data

Define a survey design
Define an experimental design
Develop a complete survey design
Develop 3 experimental designs

16. Logistics Informition System II - Cost Analysis
Course Outline

Product cost analysis

Physical.distribution cost analysis
External communication cost analysii

Behavioral Objectives (Examples) -

Calculate product cost using one of the models presented in the text
Calculate physical distribution cost using one of the models presented
in the text

Draw the affect of different transportation costs on total costs using
queuing theory

Draw a breakeven chart showing the affect of different distribution costs
Develop 3 different communication budgets
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17., Logistics Information System III - Measurement and Forecasting
Course Outline

Controlling the product mix
Physical distributions measurement
Measuring the effectiveness of external coszmatication.
Forecasting demand
Forecasting transportation usage

Behavioral Objectives (Examples).

Reproduce a model indicating how an optimum product mix may be obtained
Draw a model that will assist a manager to determine-channel-effectiveness
Draw a model that will show the relationship between different
transportation rates.

Drava model that may be used to measure one form of communication
effectiveness

Calculate the. demand level for a product 10 years from the preient
List the factors that need to be considered when forecasting transportation
usage
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READING ASSIGNMENTS:

Text: Roy J. Sampson and Martin Parris, Domestic Transportation: Practice,
Theory, Policy, Second Edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971).

Assignment:

Outline Section Chapters

.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0-

1,2,3
.25
16,17,18,19,20,21,
22,23,24

MMIVW

27
4,5,6,7,8,9
14,15

10,11,12,13
28
MOM..

MMIM

26

29

Text: E. J. McCarthy, Basic MarketinK, Fourth Edition, (Homewood, Ill.:
Richard D. Irwin,- Inc., 1971).

Assignment:

Outline Section

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

74

Chapters

1,2
1,28
3,6,7,27
8,9'
10,11,12,13,14
23,24,25,26

18

15,16,17,19
18

20,21,22

4
29,30
5
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1

1

Text: Ropeman, R. J., Production: Concepts/Analysis/Control, second edition,
(Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., Columbus, Ohio, 1971).

Assignment:

Outline Section

1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

75.

Chapters

3
1
MIMM

MADM

14
7

5
MAIDM

M.bm

MADM

13
9

11

70.
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AREA OF CMPENTENGY

QUCTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Involves statistical theory, computer methods,-and model-
,

building for the effective.utilization of numerical informa-

tion in managerial analysis.

Three major' segments, with major topics listed below, are

included in this area:

attstical Analysis

nllysis

"robability'Theory

.amnling Theory

7anagerial Comnuter
Utilization

Fundamentals of ComNter
Operation

Elements of Computer
Programming

Problem Formulation'

Information Systems

Quantitative Managerial
Analysis

Linear Regression and
Correlation

Decision Framework

Classical Decision
Theory

Bayesian Decision Theory

ntatisttcal Analysis focuses on theory aril methods necessary

for the collection, presentation, and analysis of numerical data.

,'Anhasis is nlaced on the use of partial information (samplinr.)
.

',!anagerial computer utilization focuses on the fundamentals

of computer operation and 6Ssentials of computer proirxamming.

Snecific uses of the computer for system design and problem

solutions are also considered.
e'

Ouantitative 7anagerial AggiligglasomAlgectly on the

lecision-nrocess. The decision nrocess is coucentualized and

methods for'handlingvarious decision situations, and theory
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srlent 'pill now be described followed by a state-.

Het cif student nerformance objectives and an outline. of

tonicalcoverae.-
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T. Statisticn1 4nalysin

Decininn-raking renuires a deep understanifing of tic situ-

ation. luantiftcation or the processpfexpressinr thin-s
..ro6.,. ----,

innuncrical or abstract terms 1: an imnortant ster toward

tai un1rntandin-f-7. Of course, with nuantification comes

the neeil to understand the many dimensions of numerical

infor:iation. Theory to orovide this understanding is

contained .1n the :Statistical Analysis area.

Statistical analysis of real world phenomena begins with

problem definition including a thoughtful analysis of what

nheno:iena one needs to understand, a definition of the

^onulation (the set of All the items one wishes to learn

aLout), the nature of the data. collection process. (clues-

tionnaire, nersonal interview, etc.), the nature of the

rileasurcnent includingjthe scale, and the error=that one

can tolc,,ate.

/

Data analysis is the process of drawing meaning .out of

the raw data obtained from a statistical/ investigation,

. thereby making the results useful input to the decision

nrocess. Initially, data can be tabulated, arranged, and

7-7

classified, then by tabular or_graphical presentation methods,

the user can easily see the under10.ng patterns. Data

can he summarized, for example along dimensions-ofcen-

tral tendency and variability; to allow quick transmission

of information. It certainly must-be assessed as to

ouality, and the nature and likely magnitude of the errors.
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Probability thory, a branch of mathematics, is well suited

for the analysis of risky.situationS, which of course is

the situation management finds itself in when making deci-

sions. ':fl.th an understanding of basic probability theory,

the manager can assess the various risks of his decision.

Probability theory has another important role too. as a

basis for sampling -theory and other advanced statistics

and management science topics.

r,amnling theory provides a basis for evaluating partial

numerical Information from a population. Its importance

is obvious since decisions are usually made, (and for good

reason) on Partial or sample data. Information'can be

obtained regarding a population by taking anything from

a samnle of one observation to that of all the observa-

tions (census). However, information is a resource which

costs money to obtain. A census is most costly, sometimes

impractical and not without errors. Sample informatiOn
. -

has the ,ines of-error inherent in A census, probably to

a lesser degree, plus sampling error. The theory of

sampling can be employed to assess the magnitude of samp-
;

ling error if the samplin?; methods employ random selection.

This then allows a consideration of costs and samnling

Firrors from which, an optimal number of observations can

be determined.
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The nrohlem then arises as,to how to use sample results. ricet

can the population parameters needed for decision - making, hg

f;stit7ated fro;, them? The statistical theory-of estimation

Ihcornoritinr the rrocess or. statistical inference (making

i

stfir.pr.nts ahout a ribPulation from sample information) answers

hustinns, and allows for an objective determination of .

rtss,and errors *of *using sample information. At this

nolit. the student has sufficient theory to desipm and carry'

ut s.nnle-sample survey to meet some 'informational need

Thn ernhasis'in this segment is .on understanding of theory

ind lonlicability to management probletS rather than on

rcamonization of formyas.

O
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1

or Statts teal 1,na1,,n1s

!!; exr.f.cted to be able to dp the followinfr in the

or -11,11.ren,Ynt Prirlgnations.

!ncuss stattsttcal rroblom definition Including the

At)ternination of the ,relevant no;ulation, characteristic

of Ipterent, and narameters.

-emonntrate 1.!1 unle,rstandtnr of data and its collection

1;

P

tho.n;'tur^ of neanurement, measurement scales,

-.T0..1rnis to illiCle:rresnonsen (i.e., ouestionnalres etc.

'4*cornIze the vartous sources of error which scan be nresent

!..1 a ntatl,ntical study, and for .the more common error sources

how to avoid their opcurrence.

. between oonulation and sample data collected

for F%,-,,c fic.reasonn.

"re::ent a net of data in tabYllar or Rranhical frequency

illtriVution form riven a noecific.nroblem to which the

iata nertatns.

"alculate and intcrnret various summary sthtistics, includina

the mean, medean, mode, ranme, standard deviation, and

variarice for several adninistrative purnoses.

:owl,/ the concert of -nrooabiliVy under both'classical and
,

interrretat1nns, alone uith.the cericbrimittant

-It ions of randor exneriment.'random:v4riable, basic out-
, s
-ty`;e. namnle nace, and event.



.7, _

9. (lonstruct Venn DiagramS%which Portray the interrelation--
.

/ .

, ..
,....

1

/

s eventsof eents and.assist the learning of probability /.--------

,-

theory.

Apply the formulas for probabilities of conditiOnal, jetrit,

/and inclusive events and to interret results.

10. Determine the number of possible outcomes to a random

experiment via probability trees dr other coOntinc.devices.

11.1 Ann ria.!!es Theorem as a means to revise Probabilities.

and assist process.

.1
/

12. Identify the properties of probability d stributions and

density functions and to calculate exp7ctel ValuesNand

standard deviations for finite and co tinubus random vari-

ables.

13; Demonstrate an understanding* of the theory, formulas,
.

.

tables for their calculation; and applications of the
: . ..

binomial, hynergeometric, and normaljlrobability distri-

buttons.

14. Identify a random selection samplinP; process and to use

a table of random numbers to obtain a simple random

15. identify the properties of a samnling distribution, to

distinguish it froM a Population distribution, and to

demonstrate a 1plowledrm ortheory which relates the two

. ,

tynes of distributions.\
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',110.1

1

, 19.- ,e,nonstrate an'under:ItandIng of the Central Limit Theorem

te annliettons of statistics to manamment nroblem.

17. -)eilonstrate an understandinr of the process of statis-

ttcal estimation, including criteria for roodness of an

noint and Interval estimation and confidence

level : by rolatingfeach of these, concepts to estimating

nonulation characteristics in a management situation.- ---

1/. -lenonstrate a knowledge of theory for estimation of a

onullt!nn mean or a nonulation proportion.

-,r.nonstrl.te a sensitivity to the trade-off between cost.

and nr/pcision;in sample survey'aimlications and to con-
.

,

trnstidtsliln and achievel.nrecinion of samnle survey.

.' . lilcuss tile- stares of investi7ation of a samnle survey,
n

tne7dinrdefinition of nonulation and parameter, design

of -,recision n0 confidence live? , calculation of netts-

sary sample size, selection of elementary units, tabula-

tion, and renortinp of objectively determined confidence

intervnls.

4
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Outline

Introduction
,

'!';at Is stt'al:isticl?

1: Plural tense: of word -- nurhers, data

Pinr,ular.tensr. of word -- a body of.knowledre (theory)

3. :' branch of mathematics with applications in many

lisciplines

" olnlications of statistical neory'for management

;Itstorical development of statistical theory

. Inference -- the heart of statistics

1. 'Process c-57-76-i-ifiiinr, fi.om snecific observations

2. '4ey.concents defined (population, sample, elementary

unit, characteristics, parameters)

3. leed forinferende by management to aid decision

nroceSs

A. Mature of the iriferende statement (estimate, martin

of error, risk of error)

7.. An experiment (performed by each student) which exnoses

the student to the various errors of a staftiStical

.study

'IT. rata analysis

A. nririn of data

1. Problem definition -- characteristic(s) of interest,

2. leasurinr device, scale of measurement.



_

1. 'onnlstc or nahtial information.

77nes of data (vartahle)

1. nichotomous

r)iscrete

. 3. rontinuou5

Practical annlicatinns for data collection

-times of data refinement

data

Arrayinrr

'rouning

Tabulation by interval

h. Variable tune, error considerations in choice

of interval size

'-cluencv distribution

R. Imnortance as data transmission vehicle

b. Construction

c. Common shapes (syMmetric, skewed, bimodal, otherS)

-O. Cumulative frequency distribution

rummary statistics

a. "ensures of central tendencY

1. Jean

2. ?edean

3. 'lode

4. Relation of jean, medean, mode

Consideration of "anoroniiate" measure, of

central tendency for a situation.

'!easures of variabllitY

1. Range

86
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2. variance

3. Standard deviation

4, Coefftcieni of variation

5. Chebycheff's- inequality

11I. Probability theory

A. Introduction

a. Importance of probability theory as mathematical

basis to statistical theory

h. Some interesting nroblems in probabiliN

c. Introductory definitions (set, random experiment,-.

random variable, basic.outcome,.Sample space, event)

/3. NA), the probability of event k

a. Classical definition

b. Subjective definition

C. Experimental approdch toward estimating probabilities

D. Venn diarram

Fes- Special n'robabflities

a. Conditional nrohability'

b. .Joint probability

c. Inclusive probability

'W. Statistical independence

'n;; Counting devices (permutations, combinations, "words'')

H. -Discrete probabllity distribution

a. Basic nature

b. Expected value and variance of random vari ble

c. IMportant types

1. Binomial

2. Hypergeometric.



f,.

A

1

F

1

Z.

T. Continuous nrobability distribution (density. function)

a. Probability as an area

b. '7;:xnected value and variance of random variable

c. lormal distrtbution

1. Tmnortance

, lature.

3. Standard normal deviate

Snnnlinr theory

Concent of a samnlInr distribution

a. Ail .bossible'samnles

h. ':ecessity of random selection

c. atistics°

O.' Sannlinr error

3. S.imnle random Samnlihr

.;

'eneration of samplinr dd.stributiops of the sample

mean, pronottiOn, edean, aiid.ranm from known

.nonulatioris uninr sinnle random samplinr.

D. Theory roc' the samnlinr distribution of the ample

mean, nronortion, staid:114i deviation

:7entral limit,theoren

stinntion

"he estimntior nrocens

. 7'otnt 'estimation

: . -nbiaued+-

C.fficiencY

c. Consiste4.
-..-

. Theory foientin- nonulntion means .nroportions,
1

.and standld deviation

I -88'



C. Interval estimation

a. ..interval formation

b. Confidence level

.D. complete cycle of estimation (from initial information

need to final confience.interVal)

a. :lefinition of copulation'

h. Precision goal statement

-

c.. Choice of samnlin:1 method

1. Determination of necessary sample slze

e.' Coit-benefit analysts

#, arry-out of the samc14.nr.

r4 Calculation of point estima4;,ion

"ormation of confidence interval

ftnalysis of non-samclinr errors and their effects.

on results

some Aeclipationsof est4-matIon-to nanacement
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Statistical Analysis

3ib1iogrally: Instructional ".laterials

Text:
.

*4eter and Wasserman, 77undaental StatistIen for

. rustnesn and Economics, 3rd %dition (Boston: Allyn and

Bacon. 1965).

/Sunnleentary material: Whitmore, deter, and Wasserran,,

elf-Correcting Problems In Statistics (Boston: Allyn. /

and Bacon, 1970),.

Ilternative texts: Boot and Cox, statistical Analysis

for "anagerial Decisions ('Tew York: ' ?draw -Hill, 1970).

l'reund, Statistics: A Pirst Course, (Englewood Cliffs,

Prentice Hall, 1970).

noel and aessen,flapic Statistips.for Business antiEcon-
.

\omits ('ew York: Wiley, 1971).

N.chmond, Statistical Analysis, 24;Edition ('let! York,

"ionald, 1964).

!.:onnacott and Wonnacott,

19r.9)..

IntroductoiT StatistAcs (ne York,

C. Alternative sunnlenentary material: Sneigel, TheorV and

Problems af.Statistics:-Schnum's Outline Series (iewYork,,/
. /

/
''c ^-raw -Hill, 1951) .

1
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'Ianarnrial-Cornuter

15.

7

The commuter in the business ,environment is re2at'ively.:

recent, but itS.impact has been widely felt. It has

14tera11 y altere+olr thinking concerning the problems

e are willing to, tackle our method of solving them.

'Put vet,.there are those in recoonsible decision .making

nositions that are eithe'r unaware of the computer's

ahlatt 7. or are .unduely awed by the "bin :dock box.

70 enahle a manager to effentively increase his abilities.

ni n decision maker by:meanc of the computer, it is

necessary to have some understandin4(oT the fundamentals

oneratioh.To solve snecific nroblems on the computer.

or, for that matter, to be able to know-when it is econ7

orically feasible to utilize a'CompUter: it is not neces
sary to kriow all the-details

of...computer nrogramminr.

Wha is .necessary is a firm :understanding of.nrobier

formulation, i.e. flowcharting. Actually exPressinr a

nroblen in flowchart fo n is not easily accomplished

since it is a somewhat. llustrated process,

"o enable one'' .to nroner y nup a Problem into nrogl,amMable

form, it is necessary to comprehend the.essentiais of

nro-rrarriing. The nrogra.ming that one would need is .not

necessarily, any one mart dular language, but 719TRAN,*an

'algebraic lanruage, suff ces suite well. What is essential
I

!,esides knowing the simnle arithmetic operatiqns,

91
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ax -

i.e., addition, subtraction, livision, and.,multIplication,

is the comnrehension of the cohrlexities/of progra-1

)1-.anching and looninr. The ability, to niter tlie order

of the executable nrogram statement by nerformin:, a test

on a wwin',1e that may have 1,uri'st been previous17,alter*.,d

Is the %e!, distinction beta en a desk calculator and a

eornuter.

'esides comnrehend ng the essentials of. nroblem forrula-

tion.. it in air. ihnOrtant to understand the usefulness

Of the conga f:er in establishirr- an inforhatien rIltem of
:lone fort... The understanclIn- of the use and -feasibility

of 'co fluter record keeninr anel large scale file anare-
jn as well as tine-sharing ...mechanisms is :laces-

.

:.viry from a managerial viewnointi The econonics.of data

collection; synthesis, and dissemination are becoming

increasinriv important.

,In adliitton to comprehending 7eneral problem fornulation. L
1 .

nrocedUres It is also vital to under-stand ',probler: classes
,

,..
. . .

that are .narticuiarly bell suited to' solution by computers.
,

1

-5!inulation as one, of the primary techntecUes brourht about

by cornuter technology, is now one of the more heavily
.

relied uron techniques available to decision' makers.
--

7euristic procrahming/and aritificial intelligence ,which

are (nannies of the more Progressively cohnlex technic/12es

should be nart of the manager's working knowledre, at4-1

csnecially more so in the future.
.!.

2



Thjectives of 'Ianagement. Computer Utilization

student` should be able tn:

1. "ndn stand the basic onerations of a comnuter system

and tille execution of a program instruction.

2. rmulate problems in terms of .a flowchart._

_ -

3. nrograms POR".")A1 involyinr 'all of the..arithmetic

onerattons including the innut and outnut. _

h. nrograms that -involve branching and inoninr by

5

/ 7.

testing variables,

--
!)esign a relatively. simnle computer based information.

system.

;?ecogniZe.theepertinent economic factors in the establish-

Ment of a data bank and information system.
7.-

Understand, the elementary. principles of the more advanced

nror*.ramming.techniques of simulation, artificial intelli-

-ence, r gand heuristicinrorammin.'

0



1 nnecific Course Outline

1

T. Introduction - the comnuter as a managerial tool.

A. Solvinr snecific problems or problem classes with the

aid of the commuter

1. Ftatistical data summation and problem solutions

a. :7.Admple's of realisticalli, sized analysis of

/ variance nroblems,
.

b. Examples
(of

multi-variable regression problems

b. Simulation asameansforevaluatinrrna-/::::;----

2. The comnute.rs worth to'onerations\research
,

\ ,"\a. Uses or 'linear pror:ramminr
i x\ .

tiveq
'\.,

The use of the computer for information. sorace and
\retrieval
1

.1. The establishment and use of-a data bank ..

'n. qarketirtr's use of information for product

and customer decisions

b. T7inance's use of' a data .bank for capAtal

baTietif10-

\2. The. develonment of the 'firms as a total ,/stem

TI. The connuter- its nhysical.configuration and function

A. The central nrocessor u\ it ,IPU and its fundtion

Innut devices
.

1. Card reader

a. The punched card
I.

b. The conversion of Punched holes into electrical
'I

impulses. /

I
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,. innut
7t ' '',,r-ng-`..:ic tot'', IL.. n.eans, of input

. ..

/1. The magnetic risk

5. .The teletype any? operi.tors console
^ut.rUt devices

1. *-tne nrinter
'aro.. Punch

1. 'ane flecl:
. outnut nlotter,

cat" odP riv tuho, etc.
-Ieriory

"'hy concept of sterin- clect,rical impulses 'in
cores in the. wan storarr.e unit...
Me concept of storine-, both the instructions. and

.

the data In the core memory..

,; concert of -tine .sha,rincr both. ir\te.rnal an,i external.
thnic eleridnts of comnutar rrogramning

1. The fundamental. concebt. of the fetch/execute cycle
1. The first step is to read. the instruction and

,
interpret it.

,z Within the instruction: is not only what to lo but
'There within the core remory tplo find the locationi. .(Of the information.

.

It then roes to the snecified location, finds the
information (fetch),, and. then executes the instruc-
tion.
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

4. The result is.nlaced in the accumulator

5. The last nart of the instruction is tooret the

next instruction

The basic instructions that can be performed are

quite 'Similar to those nerformed on a deSk calculator,

i.e.,-addition, subtraction, multiplication, division

and clearing and adding:.

C. The control instructions are the,nrincinle instrUc.-

tions that increase the flexibility and the us,e of

.-___thej,prop:ram;

1. These are:instruction.\ that can alter the seauence,

of instructions-denending upon some condition that-

occurs from the result'of an executed, instruction.

2. These instructions allow one to nerform a wide

yariety of operations, the snecific operation

/depending unon the ne_sulLs_ that have been obtained.

11 sequence of onerations desi\7,ned to accomnliAh sneci-

fic task-is-,defined as a nrogram.

Comntlers allow one to write programs in a lanruage

more suitable to, humans rather than writinr-orograms

in a machine lanruare. N

1. 'achine instructions are quite detailed and would

reauire considerable-effort on the part of humans.

' 2. The comniler is merely a program that converts

instructions into a sequence of,maejine

instructions. thereb7 reducip.A.-t a workload con-

siderablv, i.e., w- .cs vs. hours.



/ FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

3. Different compilers have different innuts

lanruares) in order to make certain classes of

problems easier to proram.'

1 Flocharting the process of formulating a specific

nroblem into a logical sequence.

A. ."lowehartinras a series-of building blocks

C.

The use of tests for branching-

The use of loops for constructing algorithms
. , .

The conceit of sub- nrotrams

ron-i9fejas a computer Ianruare

A. Arithmetic statements :and assignments

1. Co starts vs, variables

2. ithmetic operation's and-oideif computation
.1 ..-

.3. Punction, labels, ansl-ag-signment statements.

Conditional and iteration control statements
..0 .

. Lorical and arithmetic IF statements

2. Do statements.iterationsr and vested iterations

. Subscrinterl variables

C. Innut and output control statements

1; head and write statements

2. 'ormat control

. Size sneciffcations,.1.e. statements

Use of functions and subroltines, both internal and

external

v. Sneclficati n of necessary lob control statements

-ore of the more common 'ptioniamminfr, errors and their



1. Compiler detected errors

.a. SS'ntax errors and their compiler messages

b. Common invalid expressions

2. Logic errors and their detection

a. Trace routines

b. Debugpackages

vT. 9asie concepts of information systems

A. The need for such a system

InforMation service as an emerging field

. Unit record data procesSing.

7). Information storage devices

r. Data file management

7. 'Real-time systems

6: mime share, systeMs

it. Edonomics of'datacoi1ection and disseminatiOn

711. Problem olasseS particularly well suited to computers

A. Simulation as a means for comparing alternatives

1. BuildinP: the model

2. 'Generation of random numbers

3. simulation of data

4. Comparison of results

B. Introduction.to more complex programming

1, Artificial intelligence

2. SimulatiOn of human thought'

3. Heuristic programming,.



'anarerial Computer Utilization

\\. Instructional laterial

41%

rlonzaloz, ''j chard ". ar.1 Cloude, 'lachine Computation:

An Alrorithmic Approach; Richard D. Irwin, Inc. ,

;:onewoozl, Illinois, 1a71.

nrr-anic*:, Al 1?(19TTIAU IV Primer, Addison-Wesley,

'assachusetts, 1166.



rII. lunntitative 'canagerial Analysis

The solution of manareltentnroblems depends heavily on

to availability of timely and Precise information: a

noint developed extensively. in the Statistical 'Analysis
\

seTent. In that materlal; samnle-based information with

-ace rnan77ing statements of precision was introduced as

a rIcns of meeting management's reporting needs. In the

"uan itative lanarerial Analysis segment this nroblem

-ill dip extended to the estimation of relationshins among,

two varinhles as in a forecasting situation in which

-,nnarenent might wish.to study the relationshin of sales

a 'articular. product to the passage of time to gain

'nsirht into the pattern of .expected growth. In Addition,

use Of probability and statistics will be explored in

!!.sistingythe making of manarqMent decision6:for examnle,

choosinr among alternative means of providing for insurance

on facilities. Several protetyne decision models w'll be

exnlored in terms Of the nature of uncertainty,and rele-
.

vant criteria which management Might choose to adort.

-ccornizinr that in many cases a decision may require

collection of ,additional information, management is often

face.? with the nuestion, "!low much information is enough ? ";

a sutject ienit with in detail in this serment.

The emnhasis will continue as in the previous serment to
.

be on develonin\ g skills in the use of elementary stati3ti-

cn1 and ouanti4itive models as distinguished_fron the

ahilitv to levelon such models. The selection of tonics

-includes those which have found repeated appliation in
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the past and show promise for future application in man-

age'nent analysis. Tn each case the goal is to develop

an understanding of how s._particular'-Rroblein situation

may be structured so that a meaningful dectal:on_rule can

be 'formulated and annlied and howdedisions based on

:;a4le Information are to be.intreted.

-)b4.entivo3

//
'he' nrimary objective of this segment of the Area is to con-

tbp discussion of /elementary statistical and.nuantita-
//tive metods of ana,yzin management problems. monies include

simnle linear re,gression and correlation

'df,c3.5-.1.on King, statistical decision making under-uncer-

quantitative aspects

.taint'y', under rtsk.. The student will be expected to be

able

Annly methods of simple linear regression and correlation

to :lamnle data In .a management-situation such as fore-
\

ellttnr or estimating; relationships between two variables

',I! to comnute interval estimates where appropriate.

.1 -o -,o^ '`rate an understanding of the "least snuares' criterion,
\ .

'norm n.1 equations'' of re ression, and the coefficients

\
cnrrelation and determination.

''xnlqin the assumntions underlying both the sirnle linear

rerrrnsrinn and correlaticn models, the differenpe.

And provide proner. interpretations of results
4-

ofre:-res-,ion and.correltion analysis.
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. identify key asnects of a dqctsion problem and apply'

.nneronriate decision theory in elementary managerial \i.

ecision -rsakinr situations un0er 'various conditions of

uncertainty and where anorooriate, set un a nayoff

table sholling alternatives,. outcome states, and conse-

nnencos.

. ."ontrast various decision criteria discussed in required

material in terms of attitude towardunCertainty and

conditions under-which the criteria are annropriate:/for,

examnle, contrastmininax less minimax opportunity less

criterta'interms of the conditions under which m nage-

7rent Would 'wish to use these criteria and the "mragement

nhilosophy" each represents.

. C,',*truct and evaluate statistical decision ru es- for

'1 t'o-action Problems where'priorprObabilities are not

/ available for both casesin..which an exnit< Payoff

/ rilnctton is .known and in which such a funct on is not

':mown. In this area one should be able to. distinguish

such notions as act and error probabiliti s; nower and

error curves:types of error- admissible and inadmissible,

decision rules: managerial and statist cal conclusions;

decision making for means and for pro ortions: and one-

sided and two-sided alternatives.

ti
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7. Contrast statistical decision making un er uncertainty.
1

.

and decision Making under risk; statists al estimation

and statistical decision making.

8. Discuss the implications of varying such controllable

aspects of decision rules as sample size, acceptable

error levels, action limits on the protection afforded

by the decision, rule.

9. Determine the optimal decision rule and its value in

statistical decision making given prior probabilities,

a payoff function, and a willingness to use expected

values to measure uncertain payoffs.

.10. Explain and employ the .notion of the value of information

as a management- concept.
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III. Outline

A. Introduction to quantitative decision analysis

1. Structural elements of a decision problem

a. Alternative acts

b. Possible outcome states

c. Consequences accruing to combinations of

acts and states.

d. Managerial decision criteria for evaluating

consequences

2. Various conditions under which decisions must

be made and their effect on the choice of criteria

a. Certainty

b. Uncertainty

c. Competition

d. Risk

e. Mixtures

3. .Concept of Information value

a. Computing the value of information

b. Int7rpreting the value of information

B. Statistical decision Raking under uncertainty (without

prior probabilities for outcome states)

1. Decision rules for two- action problems involving,

means and proportions

ar With explicit payoff functions -- conditional

expected payoff functions and criteria for

evaluation
1



b.* ,Without payoff functions'-- controlling the

risks of error.

i. power functions

ii. error curves

iii. operating characteristic functions

J

2. Statistical hypothesis testing as compared with

statistical decision_rules for two-action manage-

ment twObleMa-

a. 'Statistical hypotheses

b. Nature of the test statistic and acceptance

or rejection of the hypotheses

c. Managerial versus statistical conclusions

Statistical decision making TriderTisk. (with prior

probabilities)

1. Expectation as,a basis for a decision criterion

2.. Bayes decision criterion -- maximizing the expected

/ value of a decision

3. Selecting the appropriate sample size to satisfy

the Bayes criterion

4. Deciding on the appropr ate terminal decision

given a soedific sample esult

/ .

D. Simple linear regression and correlation (large sample

case)

1. Basic concepts underlying a linear relationship

between two variables
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a. Conditional distributions

b. Regression line

6. -lanaRement uses of regreSsion

2. Repression curve fitting

a.. Criteria-choiCe of least .:uares'

0. 'Iathenat!cal for7 of rerrez-

3. :estimation c" nara-leters of

a. Point and interval. estimates

I. PrelictIon of soedific.'neiteyentS

ii. 1.stty-at1on of conditional means

b. Analysis of residuals

4. Correlation analysis

Measurinp,.the strength of the Telationsili

between' two randoM variables - coeffiCie1nts

of correlation and determination

b. Management interoretatiOn'of correlation'

analysis'



Quantitative Managerial Analysis

. -
, \

Bibliography.: InstruOtional riate'rials
k

See Instructional MaterialSfor Statistical'Analysis'segment

t.
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MODULE (' (Field of Specialization)

./.
I

ACCOUNTING

IntrodUction-

The professional accountant in today's society has a major responsiblity

as an nformation provider. Information from accounting systems is supplied to

investo s, creditors, labor - unions, - government agencieei management and othermanagement

parties ng decisions in,Our society. The aspirations of those using. the

accounting System are high. The users demand accurate and relevant information

in order to meet the infOrmation needs'of their decisions.

This module pteperes the student to assume his role as a prOfeasional

I--
accountant. The module covers.the theoretical and practical probleMS in the area

of financial and Managerial accounting. This module does not cover the areas

of auditing or taxation.

This,module contains two units. Unit #1 (Financial Acdounting Theory)

addresses itself to the financial accounting measurement and communication

system. It deals with the theoretical framework of this system and takes special

note of the reporting needs and demands on the system byvarious user groups.

In specific, the objective of this unit is to present an in-depth Study of
,

accounting theoretical knowledge that is fundamental twthe practice of

financial.accounting as a profession. The student i re4uired to analyze and

evaluate financial accounting.concepts, standards, principles, assumptions

as they affect,the measurement and communication of business transactioni.

Emphasis is given to controversial subjects as they represent a Challenge to the

accounting profession. The announcements d* the Accounting Principles Board

and other accounting associations are discussed as they relate to the toics

diacussed.
_ ,



/ Operational Objectives of Unit I: ,

i
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Prepare simple and consolidated financial statements from extremely

complex data.

2. Prepare special-accounting reports -;fund statement and statement of

//
affairs,

3. ,Demonstrate properly the treatment and implications of different measurement

concepts and methods related to complex events on measuring business .income.

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the ideas and problems surrounding various.

controversial issues in financial accounting by presenting the argument

on either side.

Unit #2 (Cost Analysis and Control) deals with the managerial cost accounting

systems. These systems are designed to provide cost information relevant to

internal deciiion-makers in both profit and non-profit organizations. The student

is educated in this unit to become equipped with the advanced tools necessary to

become a cost analyst. Many decisions are made without proper evaluations of ,cost,

consequences of alternative decisions. However, more emphasis is given to the
1

importance of such analysis in non-profit organizations/ The demand for such

services opened a new dimension of the kind activities a professional-accountant

can perform. Management services began to constqute a large portion of CPA firms

duties. The student, accordingly, is_required to-articulate cost accounting concepts

!and standards as they provide a guidance to cost accounting measurement and reporting

systems.

Operationalbbjectives of Unit II:

1. Prepare:, evaluate and analyze managerial cost\information 'relevant for

planning decisions.

2.
Prepare, evaluate'and analyze managerial cost information for controlling

1--.J business operations.



3. Prepare and evaluate cost data relevant for determining the cost of a

product/service rendered.

4. Discuss intelligently cost accounting concepts, standards, techniques

. and methods.
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UNIT I--FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING THEORY

Outline

I. Theory Development 'n Accountin -A Historical Perspective

A. Federal Re rve Board (1920's)

B. Aneri n Institute of Accountants--Committee on Practice

C. 4ounting Principles Board (APB)

. Internal Revenue Services Rulings

E. The current role of the S.E.C. and the APB of the AICPA in
establishing accounting practice and theory

(1) Accounting series releases

(2) APB's statements and opinions

II., Valuation and Measurement Problems in Accounting

A. Theories o asurement and accounting_valuatiori_

i
\

B. Measurement problems of economic data vs: financial data
1

F I
!_ (r

i

C. Cost, input/output aues

D. Objectivity, verifiability, relevance, freedom from bias as measurement
standards

E. Financial accounting theory of measurement

III. Measurement of income

.. A. Objectives of income' reporting: capital vs. income

B. Several concepts of income:

(1) Economic

(2) Operational

(1) Transaction approach

IV. -Revenues and'Expenses; Gains and Losses

A. Revenue: the nature of revenue 'and what is to be included

\
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B. Measurement of revenue:

(1) Point of sale

(2) Installment sales

(3) Contract completion

C. Expense defined

D. Expense measurement--the timing problem

V. Impadt of Changing Price Levels on Income Measurement

A. Nature of price changes: general, specific and relative price changes

B. Monetary and non-monetary gains and losses

C. Objective of adjustment for price level changes

D. Price level index: various indices

E. Strengihs and weakness of indices for the objectives

VI. Assets and their Measurements

A. Nature of assets (vs. expenses and losses)

B. Valuation methods for creditors, management and investors

C. Valuation concepts: cost, exchange output values, lower of cost or
market, etc.

VII. Current Assets (Ill

A. Objectives of asset classification

B. Working capital concepts and definition of currrent assets

C. Cash and marketable securities--measurement problems

p. Other current assets--specification requirements and measurement problems

VIII. Current Assets (II I

A. Measurement techniques for inventory evaluation:

(1) FIFO

(2) LIFO

(3) Average

(4) Retail

(5) Others

113



Reporting problems: lower of cost or market, obsolete inventory,
appreciation

IX. Fixed Assets

A. Non-current asset defined

B. Present concept of valuation: cost defined

C. New concepts of valuation: advantages and shortcoming

D. Self constructed asset

E. replacements and Additions

Depreciation

A. Definitions of depreciation

B. Maintenance of capital question

C. Methods of depreciation

(1) Straight line

(2) ACcelerated

0) Composite

(4) Others

XI. Income Taxes, Lease Committments, Pension Costs 61 Research and Development

A. Tax allocation and Internal Revenue Services regulations

B. Leased assets: asset or.expense? Measurement and allocation problems

C. Pension costs--measurement ant allocation problems

E. Research and development costs--measurement and allocation problenS

XI ?. Liabilities

A. Nature of liabilities

3. Classification and measurement problems:

(1) Current

('-.) Long-term: bonds and notes

C. Contingent liabilities--natLr= and measurement
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XIII. Ownership Equities: Corporation

A. Nature of ownership: various theories, proprietory, entity, residual,
fund

B. Classicification: capital-sourcesi legal capital, paid in capital,

11
C:--Retained earnings classifications, restrictions, dividends

VT

7-
I

ii

D. Earnings per share

XIV. Ownership Equities: Proprietorship, Partnership and Joint Ventures

A. Proprietory capital and income

B. Partnership capital and admission of partners

C. Partnership liquidation

,,

D. Joint venture accounting

XV. Financial Reporting

A. Disclosure and audited reports

B. Consolidated financial statement,

(1) Conditions of consolidation

(2) Limits of the statement's

'.(3) Simple consolidated statements

C. Pooling and purchase

XVI. Consolidated Statements

A. Minority equity

S. Intercompany expenses and revenues

C. Method of statement preparation

XVII. Special. Fiduciery Statements

P. Statement of affairs

B. Realization arid liquidation reports

Estate accounting



------R6dommended*Books: ,

(1) Eldon Hendriksen, Accounting Theory, R.D. Irwin 1970

(2) Meigs, Johnson, Keller, Mosich, Intermediate Accounting, McGraw Hill, 196B

(3) Meigs, Johnson, et al., Advanced Accounting, McGraw-Hill, 1970

(4) Opinions and Statements, Accounting Principles Bdard of le AICPA

(5) A Statement of Basic Accounting Theory, American Accounting Association, 1966
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UNIT II--COST ANALYSIS AND CONTROL.

Outline

Introduction.

A. Cost accounting objectives

B. Differences between cost accounting and financial accounting

C. Cost accounting concepts: variable costs/fixed costs, historical/future
cost, direct/indirect etc.

D. Cost accounting standards

E. Management process'and managerial co-t accounting

II. Budgetary Proaess and Organizational Planning

A. Budget definition

B. Budget is a reflection of orp&ite goals:
1

(1) Goals of organization

(2) Individual goals .

(3) Interaction of individual.atv4 anizational\goals

C. Long-range planning and its relation to pereiing budget

D. Planning program budgeting

E. Budget development: process, review, trade-o to attain

F. Levels of standards and relstionshin between bud tand standards'

G. The effects of pressure, participation, conflict in budget development c,*

-

1 ,/

III. Developing Sales Budget

A. The grass-roots approach to sales forecasting

B. The statistical approach to sales forecasting

(1) Multiple regression

(2) Weighted moving average

(3) Probabilistic sales budget N
C. Behavioral concepts affecting %ne'formation of sales budget,
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IV. Developing Cost Budget

A. Cost estimation

(1) Accounting methods

(2) Engineering methods

(3) Statistical methods:

(a) Cost estimation based on regression analysis

(b) Proabilistic cost estimation

B. Establishing standard costs: type 'f standards, setting standards for
material, labor and overhead

C. Flexible budgeting and cost estimation

D. Learning curve ane cost estimation

E.' PERTcost/time/resource analysis estimation

V. Linear Progylmming Approach to Budget Development

A. The advantages of developing business budgets based on.linear programming

B. Data required to develop a linear programming

C. Basic concepts of linear programming

D. Solution of the linear model

(1)-The direct method

(2) Thedual method

(1) The simplex method

E. Integer programming and budget formation

VI. Break-Even Analysis Under Risk

A. Evaluation of the assumptions underlying break-even analysis under
the deterministic model

budget model

B. Break-dven analysis for multiple products: fixed proportion,
variable proportions

C. Break-even analygia for non-linear_cost.and revenue
1

D. Break-even analysis under conditions of uncertainty

E. Goal programming approach to break-even analysis



VII. Nature of Control Systems

A. Meaning of control -- various concepts of control

B. Characteristics of a control system

C. Information and control systems:

(1) "Feedback" as a concept

(2) "Frequency of reporting"

(3) Measurement of "inforthation needs"

U. Motivational and behavioral dimensions of control

VIII. Responsibility Accounting as an Information Control System

A. Responsibility accounting defined and illustrated

,B. Controllable and uncontrollable costs

(1) Problems of allocation

(2.) Actual or standard controllable costs

C. Selecting control, or responsiblity, centers

D. Evaluating responsibility accounting systens in terms, of control
requirement

E. The limitations of responsibility accounting systemi as an
information system

IX. Cost Standards and Variance Analysis

A. The need for variance analysis 'or decision-making

B. "Price" and "quantity" variances for material and labor costs

C. Mix and yield variances for labor and terial

D. Overhead variances:

(1) Two variance system

(2) Three variance system

(3) Four variance system

E. Limitation of the traditional variance analysis
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X. New Dimension in Control Systems

A. Significant deviation and concept of normal variatlIon in standards

B. Control chart applications to determine thesignificant deviationt

C. Extending the deviation analysis approach :.

(1) Bayet.ian analysis and process control

(2) Deviations as measures of effectiveness vs. efficiency
(expost vc. exante analysis)

(3) Studies of report frequency: key variableidoroach

XI. Evaluating the Performance of a Divisional Manager

A. Surrogate measures.: R..q, controllable profit; etc.

B. Transfcr pricing: accounting methods, economic methods,

C. Implicatings of transfer Pricing methods on goal congruence
and suggested solutions

XI:. Concepts of Product Costing

A. Different conceptc of costing a product

B. Absorption costing and direct costing--product costing under, each method

C. Advantages and limitations of direct costing

D. Uses of matrix apprOach for allocating service costepartmeritS to
production departments

XIII.. Process Costin(: Multi-Process'Manufacturing Process

'A. Characteristics of the process manufacturing system: costing centers,
physical flow, and cost floW

B. Cost of production: unit cost calculation (using absorption and direct.
costing)

(1) Case I : No 3eginning or ending goods-in-process

(2) Case II: Beginning and ending goods-in-process exist calculation
of equivalent units

Average cOstin&for.PCsduccost

D. FIFO costing -product cost .

E. Accounting:records in a, procesi cost system
0 '
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)CIV. Unit Costing: Spoilage and Jolirt----ProduCts

A. Unit cost calculations in case of spoilage

(1) Cost treatment of nonnal and abnormal s pellage

(2) Costing for scrap

(3) Costing for -defective units

B. Unit cost calculations in case of joint products:

(1) Distinction between joint and by:pi..oducts

(2) Allocation tectinique.S:

(a) Weighted average methods

(b) Unweighted method

(3) Limitation of the allocations techniques for 'decision-:making

v\C. The economic views. s. the accountant' s views on, cost allocation
to joint and by-products

Inventory Control Models,.

A.

B. The criteria for choosing an inventory control system

The usefulness of the model

C. Inventory control' .4,stems: deterministic case

(1) Lot ri,7esystem

(2) Drder level System,

9rner level--lot size system

`'Inventory systems under uncertainty

Recommended Books:

(1) Nicholes iopuch & Jacot G;;Birnberg, Cost Aczounting Harcourt Brace & World,
Inc., 1969

(2) Charles_ dorngren, Cost Accounting,

(.1) Gordon Shi.ilinglaw, Cost .Accounting, Q.i.harr! 1). Irwin

( There are Peveiei other 'Cott' accour.-.ing.:texts ..available on thP: market.

However,' such texts exclude many, O. he important ..topics outliner; in this
cOurse-. ..ccotoingly, their usefulner:s .for thiS'couise is very lim....tee and
we see no reason.to:.mefttion theth here.
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EXTERNAL DEGREE PROGRAM

MODULE If : CONCENTRATION IN FINANCE

The goal of the concentration in finance is to enable the student to

understand and to comprehend the full range of the finance function in

an individual firm, in an ineustry, and in the economy, both national

ane international. Comprehension embraces the ability to discuss critically

and analytically the relevant theories, concepts, methodologies, and

inrtitutional arreniements in the area'of finance.

Tn more specL'ic terms, the student must-understand the process by

which (1) resources within the firm are allocated to investment projects

under both certainty and uncertainty (2) decisions are.reaChed ineither

acquiring capital externally of utilizing internally generated funds

f'l long range growth is fostered (4) the financial community/Ovaluates

both.the past performance and future potential of firms and industries.

To achieve these objectives, the student =',:,st be 'amiliar with the

evolution of theinstitutions of finance, the regulatory framework within

which current institutions operate, and the probable patterns of development

in the future. Vital to an understanding of finance in the economy is the

area of monetary anc fiscal theory and policy. It is essential that the

student be able to perceive -any' analize the impact of national and

international policy decisions in the area upon tne financial markets

and the decision process within individual business organizations,
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AREA OF COMPETENCY

MARK TING

Marketing may be de ined "... the analyzing, organizing, plan ing-and,_
controlling of the irm's customer-impinging resources-rPolicies and activities._
with a viey to sati fying the needs,and wants of chosen customer groups at
a profit." As can be-Observed in the above definition, marketing is
more than selling. Marketing starts at the product development stage
and is managerially involved to the post-purchase phase with the customer.
In_this course, we are concerned with marketing and not with
marketing from a descriptive point of view. Hence in the aforementioned
,definition of marketing, the management concepts of analyzing, organizing,
planning, apd control are mentioned. Marketing in terms of modern thinking
consists of a mix_-o-f "resqurces or ideas that are put together by the
organization to fulfill predetermined objectivea. The mix "... of the
firm's customer'impinging resources, policies and activities..." are known
as the marketing mix. Maiketing management has one other characteristic.
That is, it must be considered as a philosophy in the organization that
involves inteptation and coordination to satisfy a group of customers
at a,.. profit.

The-definition of marketing used in this course-is a broad one. In .

essence-it-it consists of a total system of activities .designed to produce
or fulfill objectives. As stated above, the'marketa.ng mix is usually
'considered in marketing to delineate the various subject areas that must
be "managed".

The core of marketing is basically exchang The exchange process involves
products, services, or ideas. Marketing /as a subject_ is useful fox those
involved in a profit organix.ation, a quasi -profit\organization or a non=
profit organization. Anyone that is concerned with-exchanging or transmitting
goods, services, or ideas can ,benefit frqm a course marketing. Acco?dingly,
this course is useful for-those involved with management in all organizatIons-

\private or public.

The primary objectives of the market-ing-are-a are to provide an understanding
of-the-role-that -dai-keting plays in society and the business firm,_describe
various aspects of and interrelations between the elements of the marketing
mix in its application, and provide practice in the application of marketing
management techniques.to marketing problems and decisions.

The student will be expected to:

1. Develop a knowledge and understanding of the role that marketing
plays in a society and in .a business firm. -.

2. Develop a knowledge and understanding of current marketing theories,
principles,/ and techniques and how thege are. used in the solution
of marketing problems.

c.
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EXTERNAL DEGREE PROGRAM

FINANCE MAJOR

I. Resource Allocation Management

A. Investment Decisions Under Certainty

1. Analytical concepts

1.

a. Compounding and discounting: discrete and continuous
b. Incremental cash flow
c. Intangible benef and costs

2. Profitability-Criteria

a. Net present value
b. Internal rate of return
c. Profitability index
d. Equivalence of the methods for accept re lectdiasions

3. Internal rate of return and nonsimple investments

a. Classification of projects
b. Method for computing "return on invested capital."
c. Analysis of nonsimple pure. investments
-d, -Analysis of nonsimple mixed investments

4. The reinvestment rate

a. Implicit assumptions of internal rate of return and net
present value

b. Explicit assumptions
c. Fisher's intersection
d. Resolving conflicting decisions

B. Investment Decisions Under Uncertainty

1. ,Crude procedures widely used
2. Refined procedures
3. Probabilistic analysis of a single

a. The.expected value: net present value
b. The variance of net present value
c. Decision criteria

4, Adopting portfolio selection to capital budgeting
5. becision trees.and sequential investment decisions

12s
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3. Develop an ability to an ,ze marketing problems, propose alternative
solutions to these problems ,"and evaluate the costs and benefits
of alternative solutions.

4. DevelOP an understanding of marketing's affects upon .a society.

5. Develop attitudes that will promote continuing self-education ,,----after completion of formal educational programs,.

\,
This outline contains two parts: Part I pertains to tile-Co se content and
Part II includes examples of the behavioral objectives that be' associated
with the course. 7

The prerequisite for this marketing course is the first course in marketing
or its equiValent. In the external degree program the course in logistics
would be a prerequisite. This course is Interpreted to be El.secor course
in marketing.

:1
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C. Analysis of Selected Investment Decisions

1. Leasing vs. borrowing
2. Optimal service life
3. The economics of bond refunding
4. Make or buy decisions

II. Capital Costs, Valuation, Dividend Policy, Expansion and Contraction

A. Cost of Capital and Capital Structure

1. The concept defined

a. Hurdle rate
b. Capitalization rate

2. Costs of specific financial obligations

a. Debt
b. Preferred stock
c. Common equity

1) Static company
2) Growth company
3) Retained earnings

3. Trading on the Equity

a. Effect on the amount of residual earnings
b. Effect on Variability of residual earnings

4, Capital Structure and Valuation

a. Traditional hypothesis
b. The Modigliani-Miller hypothesis

B. Valuation

1. Broad applicationsof the concepts
2. The generalized problem

a. Measuring the returns
b.' Evalurting the risk
c. Establishing the capitalization rate

3. Specific prk;blems in valuation

a. Debt instruments 5,varying risk
b. Common stocks

1) Seasoned issues
2) Issues of-small, new firms

125
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PART I

COURSE CONTENT

139
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4. Method8 of equity valuation

a. Capitalization of earnings
b." Capitalization of dividends
c. Capitalization of cash flow
d. Present value of future price and dividends
e. Mathematical equivalence of alternative valuation theories

C. Dividend Policy

1. Dividend policy as a financing decision
2. Arguments for the relevance of dividends
3. Arguments for
4. Optimal dividend policy

a. Stability of dividends
b. Other behavioral considerations
c. Stock dividends
d. Repurchase of stock
e. Procedural and legal aspects

D. Expansion and Contraction

1. Mergers and acqiiiititins--

a, Reasons for combinations: financial and behavioral
b. Types of mergers and consolidations
c. Acquisitions: techniques and terms

2. Failure and Reorganization

a, Voluntary arrangements
b. Involuntary arrangements
c. Reorganizations : creditor versus stockholder positions
d. Liquidation: priority of claims

III. Portfolio Investment Analysis and Policy

P. Risk and the Portfolio Investment Process

1. Investment and risk
2. The meaning of investment
3. Investment vs. speculation
4. Investment riskt

a. Market risk
b. Business risk
c. Interest rate risk
d. Purchasing .power risk

126
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I. . Marketing Measurement

A. Marketing Research
1. Content, definitions, types

B. Marketing Research Strategy
1. Cost and value of information
2. Problem formulation

C. The Tactics of Marketing Reseaxa
1. Research design
2. Sources of marketing information
3. Experimental designs

D. Information from Respondents: Types

E. Obtaining Information from Respondents
1. .Communication
2. Observation
3. .Motivation research

ti

F. Measurement and Scaling
1. Formal properties

.2. Psychological measurement and scaling

G. Sampling of Respondents: Traditional

H. Information from Respondents and Secondary Sources

I. Statistical Techniques in the Analysis of Associated Data-.
chi square, multivariati tdchniques, regression-and correlation
analysis, linear discriminatory analysis, factor analysis,

canonical analysis

J. Information from Experiments

K. Information from Simulations
1. Nature and purposes - monte carlo methods, experimental

gaming, heuristic programming

L. Forecasting in Marketing Research
1. Nature and techniques, e.g., extrapolation, correlation,

econometrics, etc.

M. Applications 8f the Bayesian Approach to Marketing
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B. The Securities Markets

1. Concept of a securities market
2. Stock exchange functions

a. Continuous market
/b. Fair price and collateral value

c. Financing industry

3. The New York Stock Exchange

a. History
b. Organization atd membership
c. .Listings

I d. Tradings

4. Other exchanges
5. The over-the-counter market

a. Distinction from organized exchanges
b. Advantages and disadvanatages

The securities broker

a. The functions of a broker
b. Types of brokers orders
c. Costs of securities transactions
d. Problem areas in the investor-broker relationships

C. Securities Regulation

1. The securities acts

a. The Securities Act of 1933
b. The Securities Act of 1934
c. The.Maloney Act
d. Other relevant legislation

2. The principle of self-regulation
3. The role of governing and administrative agencies

a. Securities and Exchange Commission
b. National Association of Securities Dealers '=

c. New York Stock Exchange and other exchanges
d. States
e. Other

D. Alternative Investment Outlets for Funds

1. Government securities

a. U.S. Governments
b. State and municipal bonds

127
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II. Consumer Behavior

A. A Behavioral Approach to Maketing
1. Theoretical foundations
2. Stimulus - reponse conceptualization
3. Process of response
4. The behavioral view

X

B. Psychological Foundat&s of Behavior
1. Perception
2. Learning
3. Motivation
4. Personality

C. Attitude and Attitude Change
1. Information-processing approach to-attitude
2. Structural approach to attitude
3. Functional approach to attitude
4. Salience approach to attitude

. Group Processes:The Sociological
1. Basis of behavior
2. Group memberships
3. Group properties
4. Individual response to social influence
5. Family decision-making
6. Group influence in industrial buying

E. Patterns of Personal Influence
1. Nature of personal influence
2. Opinion leadership
3. Consumer acceptance of personal influence

F. The Impact of Culture
1. Cultural classifications
2. Subcultural groupings
3. Multinational marketing

G. Social Class and Life Style
1. Nature of social class
2. Measuring social class
3. Life style
4. Social class and consumption

H. New Product Diffusion:Innovator

Product dimension, social dimension and sociocultural dimension

141
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1) Types of bends
2) Quality of\the borrowers
3) Bond ratings
4) Portfolio aspects
5) Tax advantages

2. Corporate bonds

a. The'nature of corporate bonds
b. Investment quality
c. Bond ratings
d. Investment advantages and disadvantages
e. Convertible bonds

3. Preferred stock

a. General nature of preferred stock
b. Preferred stock yields

1) Compared with bonds
2) Historical pattern

c. Analysis of preferred stock issues
d, . Tax advantages to investors
e. Convertible preferred stock
f. Averages and special situations

4. Common stocks

a. Attributes toward common stock ownership
b. Attributes and advantages

1) Voting powers
2) Dividends
3) Preemptive rights

c. Yields - historical experience
d. Performance measurement
e. Disadvantages of ownership

5. Mutual funds

a. Definition
b. Types of fund's according to objectives
c. Load vs, no-load funds
d. Measuring the. historical performance

6. Other portfolio assets

a. Real property
b. Mortgages
c. Commodity futures
d. Other
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III. Communication

A. Social Role of Marketing Communication
1. Demand stimulation
2. Standard of living
3. Support of mass media
4. Promotion of public objectives

1

5. Stimulation of competition

B. Communication in the Marketing. Mix
1. The marketing concept
2. The definition of marketing
3. Purpose of marketing communication
4. Stages in the buying decision
5. Tools of the communicator
6. Planning communication strategy

C. The Communication Process

D. Audience Predispositions
1. The significance of predispositions for strate
2. Marketing' communication objectives

gy

3. Sources of predispositions
4. The selective processes
5. Measuring predispositions

E. Groups as Sources-a'Predispositions

F. Groups as Networks
1. Opinion, leaders
2. InnOvators

G. Individual Determinants of Persuasibility

H. Attitudes Toward Communicatoie-----

I. Effectiveness of Mass Versus Personal Communication

J. Market Measurement and Forecasting

K. Ch racteristics of Effective Messages
1. Need arousal
2. ypes of appeals
3. Message structure
4. Fiequency and repetition
5. Perception of visual stimuli

L. Developing Communication Objectives_

14:The Cfeatrve Process

N. Developing Effective Salesmen
1. Determinants of effective salesmen
2. Recruitment and selection
3. Training
4. Manpower development program
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E. Analysis of Financial Statements

1. Analysis of the income statement

a. Adjustment of reported income

1) Effect of reserves
2) Extraordinary charges
3) Inventory valuation
4) Depreciation method
5). Subsidiaries and affiliates
6) Dillution

b. Trend analysis
c. Forecasting future sales and income

2. Balance sheet analysis

a. Liquidity measures
b. Financial structure
c. Asset corporation

3.. Rate of return and turnover measures
4. Per share analysis

5. Per dollar of market analysis
6. Asset value and cash value factors

F. Investment Timing

1. Business cycle analysis
2. Technical analysis

a. Dow theory
b. Point and figure
c. Line and bar charting

3. Formula plans

a. Dollar averaging
b. Ratio formulas

4. The random walk theory

G. Institutional Portfolio Management

1. Commercial and savings banks
2. Mutual savings bank and savings and loans
3. Life insurance companies
4. Property and casualty
5. Noninsured pension .plans

129
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0. Message Testing
1. Measurement techniques

P. Determining Level of Effort .

1. Use of budgets
2. Traditional approaches to budget setting
3. The conceptual problem
4. Models
5. The Measurement problem

Q. Allocating/Communication Effort
1. Analytical framework

__2: 'Kindalof allocation pro us
3. Assikning perso selling effort

R. Qu. ive Values of Mass Media
Definition of qualitative value

2. Comparative media effects
3. Characteristics of mass media

S. Media Strategy
1. Defining the audience
2. Rated exposure value
3. Basic audience measurement concepts
4. Media audience information
5. Media plan
6. Media selection decisions
7. Mathematical models

T. Evaluating Media Effectiveness
1. Definition of media effectiveness
2. Model for evaluating media
3. Measuiing audience characteristici-
4. Measures of impact

U. Channel Members' Roles in Strategy
1. Channel function, .

2. Factors influencing resellers' roles
3. Controlling resellers' performance

V. Sales Promotion, Deals and Display
1. Objectives
2. Role relationships

3:. Evaluation of sales promotion, deals and display

W. Packaging and Branding as Communication

X. Corporate Advertising, Public Relations and Publicity

Y. Coordinating Communication Elements
1. Functional coordination
2. Financial coordination
3. Time coordination

4. Organization
5. Strategic planning
6. Campaign evaluation and feedback

1 Aq
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V. Monetary and Fiscal Analysis

A. Money and Prices: The Quantity Theories

1. Mganings-apd the value of money
2. Measares or price level change
3. Relation of commodity content to the value of money
4. The quantity-velocity approach

a. The equation of echange: transactions-velocity formulation
b. The equation of exchange: income-velocity farmaulation
c. The quantity theory in transactions-velocity terms

5. The cash-balances approach

a. The cash-balances identity
b. The quantity theory in cash-balances terms
c. Relationship between the velocity and cash-balances approaches
d. The Cambridge approach and the transition to later monetary

analYsis,

B. The National Income

1. The circular \flow. in a simple economy
2. .National income

a. Income and imahsfer paymen+s
b. National product' as the sum of values added
c, Saving and investment
d. Gross and net investment
e. Saving and investment in:the circular flow

3. National income concepts in a complex economy

N
a. Gross national product
b. Net national product'
c. National income at factor cost
d. Personal income'
e. Disposable income

C. The Determination of Income

1. The consumption function

a. The marginal propensities to consume and save
b. The average propensities to consume and save

2. The determination of equilibrium income

a. The investment multiplier
b. The adjustment process
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IV. Product- and `pricing

A. The Significance of New Products
1. Corporate growth
2. Importance of new products management
3. Product life-cycle

B. Developing a Product Strategy
1. Basic concepts
2. Determinants of product mix
3. Product planning
4. Product line policy
5. Product investments
6. Company considerations
7. Market considerations
8. Designing the product strategy

C. Developing New Products Internally
1. Organizing for development
2. Generating new product ideas
3. Coordinating and controlling development

D. Launching New Products
1. Commercialization problems
2. Marketing mix factors
3. Formulating over-all marketing strategy
4. Testing, executing, and evaluating the program

Pricing

A. Price Theory

1. Types and nature of pricing decisions
2. Parties involved in the pricing process
3. Market structures
4. Pricing decision models

B. ricing Programs
1. Pricing objectives

2. Resources required for effective pricing
3. Information flow for pricing
4. Pricing research: market trial, questionnaire investigation,

barter experiment, statistical analysis
5. Pricing methods: complete and partial pricing methods, price-

line pricing, multi-stage approach to pricing
6. Pricing strategies: new products, declining markets
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V. Marketing Channels and Physical Distribution

A. Aspects of marketing channels: definitions, descriptions, and
classifications

B. Social and Economic Values of Marketing Channels: Economic
. Utilities and Efficiencies

,C. Distribution Channels -

1. Traditional views of channel structure
2. Channel structure concepts
3. Channel functions'
4. Channel objectives: engagements, adjustments, massed reserves
5. Spatial and temporal relationships

D. Determ4ants-and Dynamics-of Distribution Systems
1. Environmental parameters
2. Dyniamic factors

E. ManagemOnt of Marketing Channels
1. Design criteria
2. EleMents of the marketing mix'and their relationships

with channel structure
3. Rol relationships and mechanisms for channel control

F. Geographic-Patterns
1. IntrOduc;ion and historical treatments
2. Geomarket patterns and georeference systems

G. Physical Distribution Management
1. Introduction: definitions, historical development, approaches

H. Marketing and Physical Distribution
1. Physical distribution as a marketing strategy
2. Market forces influencing physical distribution

I. Physical Distribution Systems
1. The integrated physical distribution system: concept,

activity centers, network, firm and competitive action
2. The physical distribution mission

J. Distribution Activity Centers
1. Transport supply
2. Transportation rate regulation
3. Transportation pricing and related services
4. Nontransportation costs vs. direct ;transportation costs

K. Transportation Costing
1. Costing categories: cost centers, cost concepts, and

relationship of costing to pricing

145



1 3. The determination of the rate of investment

1

a. The "efficiency" of an asset
b. The marginal efficiency of capital
c. The investment demand schedule

Interelations between investment and consumption

a. The accelerator
b. Interaction, of accelerator and multiplier

5. Governmental fiscal effects

a, The effects of government expenditures
b. The effects of taxes
c. Balanced budget effects
d. The effects of government transfers
e. Variable taxes as built-in stabilizers

D. Money, Interest and Income

1. The -oitmand for money

a. The transactions motive
b. The precautionary motive
c. The speculative motive

2. Determination of the market rate of interest
3. The integration of-money, interest, and income
4. The structure of interest rates
5. The flow of funds accounts
6. The loanable funds approach to interest rate determination

a. The supply of loanable funds

1) Deposit-type intermediaries - bank and nonbank
2) Insurance companies
3) Pension funds
4) Investment-type intermediaries

a) Mutual funds
b) Bank-administered personal trusts
c) Bank common trust fund

5) Consumer-oriented intermediaries

a) The commercial bank role
b) Sales finance companies
c) Consumer finance companies

6) Government leading agencies

1
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b.' The demand fort loanable funds

1) Business investment demand
2) Mortgage credit
3) Consumer credit
4) Agricultural credit
5) State and local government credit
6) Federal government demand
7) Foreign investment

E. Inflation

1. The meaning of inflation
2. Inflation in the total expenditure framework

3.

a. Pure inflation
b. Limits to inflation: the -"rice level and the real demand

for output
c. Inflation without limit- "hyper-inflation."

Price levels as determined by aggregate demand and supply
The mechanisms of/inflation

a. Excess-demand inflation
b. Simply induced inflation
c. Structural inflation

5. The effects of inflation

a. Contractual relationships
b. Business activity

6. Policy implications

VI. Financial Policies in Operation

A. Stabilization Policy,,

1. Objectives of stabilization policy
2. The means of stabilization policy
3. The operation of monetary policy
4. Fiscal policy

a. Types of fiscal policies
b. The allocative effects of alternative fiscal policies
c. The case for federal fiscal policy

1. The National Debt and Debt Management

1. Quantitative aspects of federal debt

a. The federal debt in relation to total debt
b., The debt in current and constant dollars
c. The national debt and national income
d. Interest on the debt ane. the level of income
e. Ownership and maturity distribution

132
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L. Inventory Allocations
1. Cost of carrying inventory
2. Inventory control systems and objectives
3. Time dimensions of inventory - order cycles
4. Economic order quantities
5. Distribution planning-aspects of inventory

M. Information Flows and Physical Distribution Communications
1. Introduction
2. Planning and implementing a data communications system

N. Distribution Warehousing
1. Concepts and location patterns
2. Location strategy
3. Functions
4.. Alternatives
5. Location techniques
6. Organization

0. Total Cost Planning
1. Trade-offs
2. Identification of cost centers
3. Alternative distribution policies

P. Distribution System Design
1. Basic considerations
2. Design integration techniques: simulation modeling, comparative

statics, multiple analysis, dynamic simulation, static simulation,
heuristics

3. Managerial guide to system design

146
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2. ?Tays of viewing the national debt
3. The burden of national debt

a. The burden .of an existing debt
b. Transferring the burden to future generations
c. National debt and economic growth

4. Debt management

a. The nature of debt management
b. The objectives of debt management
c. Debt management as an instrument for influencing

aggregate demand
a. The debt as an automatic stabilizer

C. The Accord of 1951

D. ;Recent Monetary and Fiscal Issues

E. Government and the Banks: Problems of Supervision and Control

1. The nature of relations between-dovernment and banking

a. Nature of interests which are involved
b. The effectiveness of control

2. The Bases of Examination Policy

a. "The inherent instability of bank credit"
b. Credit instability and examination procedure
c. The valuation of banking assets

3. Role of the government .in financial stability

a. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
b. The Federal Reserve and the Treasury

4. The regulation of banking structure

a. Entry into banking
b. The regulation of branch banking
c. The regulation of bank mergers
d. The regulation of bank holding companies

VII. International Finance

A. Foreign Exchange and the Balance of Payments

1, Basic elements of foreign exchange

a. The nature of foreign exchange
b. The exchange rate as a Price
c. The market for foreign exdhange
d, Role of the dealer in foreign exchange

133
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VI. Control of Marketing Activities

A. Sales analysis

B. Cost analysis
1. The nature of marketing costs: .jointness, allocation

problems, causality
2. Methodology of distribution cost. analysis: contribution margin

versus net profit approaches-
3. Applications

C. Control Systems
1. Definitions
2. Marketing control devices: position descriptions, sales

targets, budgets, audits,. profit centers
3. Marketing control: company subsystems, outside agents,

marketing employees, program effectiveness, special projects
4. The control process: goals, program, information, and

corrective actions

D. Intelligence Systems
1. Internal information versus external information flows.

E. Channel Information and Control Systems
1. Information systems and their linkages: the manufacturers,

wholesalers, retailers, and customers
2. Appraising distribution channel performance

147
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I. :Marketing Measurement: Behavioral Objectives

- The student-wilibe expected to:

Define:the term marketing research
2. Distinguish between fundamental and applied research
3. List the types of marketing research
4. List and describe the components of a marketing research problem
5. List and describe the different types of research designs
6. List and_ describe the sources of marketing information
7. List the types of information that can 6e obtained from respondents
8. List and describe the sources of error in information from respondents
9. Prepare and test a questionnaire seeking information from respondents
10. List the means of obtaining information from respondents
11. Describe motivation research-and list research techniques

used in motivation research
12. Define and describe the formal properties of measurement_
13. List and describe scaling methods
14. Describe the differences between probability and purposive sampling
15. List and describe specialized Sampling procedures
16. Discuss and compare the traditional and Bayesian approaches to

sample size determination
17. List the steps involved inanalyzing sample-data and drawing

inferences
18. List the stepsinvolved in ordering research data into appropriate

categories
19. List and describe the considerations involved in summarizing

categorized data
20. Define and describe the applications of the square analysis of

classification data
21. Define and describe multivariate analytical procedures
22. Defineand describe linear discriminatory analysis
23. Define and describe factor'analysis
24. Define and describe canonical analysis
25._ Define simulation and list 'simulation procedures used in,, analyzing

marketing problems ,

26. List and describe marketing forecasting techniques

II. Consumer. Behavior:Behavioral Objectives

Define the term Consumer behavior
. List the factorS that influence the consumer in the purchasing

decision process
3. Define the terms perception, learning, motivation, and attitude
4. List the groups that influence the purchasing decision'
5. Define the groups that inflUence the purchasing decision
6. List the characteristics-of a typical opinion leader
7. Define the term- culture
8. Lxplain in a concise manner specifically how culture may be related

to the marketing mix
9.- Define the term social class

10. _List five .(5) ways indicating how class is directly related to
consumption behavior
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11. List and explain how the concept perception may be used in marketing.
12. List and explain how the concept motivation may be used in marketing
13. List and explain how attitudes may be changed

.:14. Define the term, "life-style"
15. Define and explakn'4he term, ' "reference group"
16. List ways that the reference group concept may be used in marketing
17. List the differences and the similarities that exist between an

industrial buyer and a household buyer.
18. List the characteristics of a typical "innovator
19. Draw and briefly explain the diffusion process
20. List the reasons why one should understand the consumer when

c applying the subject of marketing

III. Communication: Behavioral Objectives
;

1. List the decision stages in a communication plan.
2. Draw a communication process

13. List the sources of audience predispositions
4. List the individual determinants of persuasibility
5. Choose the variables that contribute to mass communication effectiveness
6. Choose the variables that contribute to personal ,communication

effectiveness
1

7. List the character stics of effectiVe messages
8. Develop a method t at may be used to determine the level of

communication effort
9. List an-d-briefly d scuss four (4) kinds of allocation problems
10. Draw the process o campaign effects
11. List the functions of communication in an, organization
12. List six (6) communication objectives and indicate why they are or

maybe effective ." --

13. List and discuss the stages in the creative process
14. 'List and discuss the determinants of salesmen effectiveness
15.4 Drav azodelefor messagepteating

_

16. List and discuss, six (6) measurement techniques, for message testing
17. List and discuss the qualitative values for mass media
18. List and discuss the dimensions of the media plan
19. Define and show the relationship between advertising, personal selling,

promotion, publicity, and public relations
20. Draw the control process in marketing communication management

IV. Product and Price: Behavioral Objectives

1. List the importance of new products to a firM
2. Draw the product life-cycle and show important managerial

implications
. .

3. List and briefly discuss the factors that are Involved in
developing a product strategy

4. Draw an organizational chart indicating the optimum form of
organization that. may be considered in new.product development

5. Show through a calculation a new product.development controlling
procedure .

6. List and briefly discuss.theiteps involved when launching a
new. aroduct
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7. Define-What is meant by the term, "price
List and describe the types and nature of.pricing decisions

prevalent in business'firms
9. List the parties involved in the pricing process and

--discuss the nature of involvements
10. List and discuss the effects that market structures have upon,

pricing policies
11. List and discuss pricing decision models_

12. List and describe pricing objectives
13. Describe business,resources required for effective_pxi,cing,:..,,,44,...
14'. 'Describe informaion flow requirements for effective pricing
15. List and.describe different types of pricing research
16. List and describe pricing methods
17. List and describe pricing strategies

V.. Marketing Channels and Physical Distribution: Behavioral Objectives

1. Define and describe marketing channel systems
2.: List the various ways in which channels.may be classified
3. Define the following channel objectives:

a.. Minimum' possible engagements"
b. Maximum postponements in adjustment
c. Minimum massed reserves

4. Define and characterize middlemen
5. Discuss the spatial and temporal relationships inherent in.

channel syStemS
6. List and describe the'design riteria:for channel systems,
7. Discuss and contrast the effects that channel systems have:

upon the marketing mix 1

18. Discuss role relationships in channels of distribution
9. Describe hypothesis of the forces creating dynamic change, in

channel systems
_10.: Describe-implications ofigeoreference patterns for the distribution

of goods and services in an economy ,

11. List the criteria for the design of a georeference system
12. Describe basic types of georeference systems:1
13. Define physiCal distribution management
14. 'Discuss the historical development of physical distribution

in the U.S. economy
15. List the major components of a business firm's physical distribution

syitem.
16. List and describe, the legal forms of transport
17. List carriers exempted from direct government regulation
18. List government transportation regulating agencies and modes

of transportation covered under regulation
19. List the cost centers used in determing transportation costs
20. List and discuss the objectives of inventory control systems
21. Define the term economic order quantity, and present a graphical

interpretation of its apidication and value
22, List the factors' involved that influence the functioning of a

communications system
!vs

23. List and describe the types of distribution structures that evolve
when distribution warehouses are adopted

151
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24. List and describe location strategies according to product
differentiation considerations

25. List and describe distribution warehouse functions
26.. List and compare warehouse alternatives
27. Define and describe the objective of total cost planning
28. List .-:ost centers relevant to total cost analysis

----- 29. List and discuss alternative distribution policies
30. List and describe distribution system design integration techniques
31. List the components of a distribution system audit

VI. Control of Marketing Activities: Behavioral Objectives

1. List and describe the various kinds of sales analysis.
, 2. Define distribUtion/marketing costsanalysis /

3. List and discuss measurement problems encountered in distribution
cost analysis

4. DescribeTthe_steps _involved in distribution costs analysis
5. Compare and discuss the net profit and contribution margin

approa6hes to distribution cost analysis
Apply distribution cost' analysis approaches to a marketing problem

7. List and describe marketing control devices
8. List and describe the elements of a marketing control system
9. Describe and discuss the elements in a marketing control process
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AREA OF COMPETENCY

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Involves an interrelated approach to the management of the resources which

are necessary for the creation of goods and/or services. The management,

planning and control of operations are considered as separate and distinct

functions. The_systems approach is used to show the primary and secondary

relationships which are necessary for the most effecient forms of organiza-

tion.

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

OPERATIONS PLANNING & CONTROL

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

11

,--Arm: Professor Richard J. Hopeman,

Professor Lloyd Swatison
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Area of Competency

Operations Management
.\

Operations management involves the management of the resources which

are required to create products and/or services. As needs have changed

and as technological developments have emerged, the requirement for

an adaptive capability in management has become paramourm. The impact

of computers and automation has created.a situation in which the. manager

must be capable of dealing with his organization in a broadly based

way with information networks event components.

The origins of operations management were in the scientific

management movement shortly-after the turn of the century. Since this

movement and subsequent decades of development occurred in a manufacturing

or industrial setting, many of the concepts and techniques developed

in this field represent this setting. The modern notion of operations,

management, however, is broadening rapidly. Paralled decisions have been

found in business administration,. hospital administration, education administration,

engineering administration, public administration, and social work administration.

These common decisions indicate that in'the years ahead many applications

of the concepts in operations management will be made thrOUghout society.

In addition to the management of production systems in general, this

area is cerned with production system design and the subsequent

plannin analysis, and control of production systems. A statement of

learning objectives, a topical outline, and bibliography follows.
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Area of Competency

Operations Management

Objectives:

The primary objective of this initial area in operations management

is to provide an understanding of the design of a production system as well

as the planning, analysis, and control activities associated with the

management of operations.

The student will be expected to be able:

1. To define inputs, processes, and outputs in an operations management

setting.

2. To list the factors to be considered in a plant location decision.

3. To evaluate the tradeoffs among location factors.

4. To distinguish among types of layouts.

5. To analyze layouts using flow process charts, flow diagrams and

precedence graphs.

6. To solve problems in layout using queuing theory.

7. To explain principles of materials handling.

8. To designate factors to be considered in making materials

handling decisions.

9. To solve materials handling problems using the transportation method

of operations research.

10. To evaluate the human factors in job design.

11. To describe the research and development procedure.

12. To solve.research scheduling problems with PERT.

13. To distinguish between open'and closed-loop feedback in automation.

15'6
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14. To describe several types of production control.

15. To distinguish between control systems for intermittent and

continuous process production systems.

16. To solve forecasting problems using least squares regression, weighted

moving averages, and exponential smoothing.

17. To solve problems associated with determining the optimum

production lot size.

18. To use linear progranning to determine the optimal product mix.

19. To explain how simulation is used in production planning.

20. To explain the purchasing procedure.

21. To explain the conditions affecting decisions to make, buy, or lease

products and services.

22. To describe value analysis.

23. To solve economic order quantity problems.

24. To discuss the derivation and behavior of the variables in the EOQ model.

25. To solve reorder point problems.

26. To develop a quality control program utilizing mean charts, range

charts, p charts, and c charts.

27. To describe several acceptance sampling plans.

28. To explain the use of flow process charts, operator process charts,

micromotion charts, and simultaneous motion charts.

29. To describe work measurement procedures.

30. To describe the various Lime-based and output-based wage systems.-

31. To describe job ranking, classification, factor comparison and

point plans as approaches to job evaluation.
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Area of Competency

Operations Management

Topical Outline

I' The Management of Production Systems

1. Tne objectives of production

2.. The concept of a production system

3. Basic types of production systems

4. Problems pertaining to production systems

5. The relationship of production to other areas of the firm

6. The production manager and the production system

7. The production manager and the firm

8. The production manager and the environment of the firm

II Production System Design

A. Location of the Plant

1. Importance in production system design

2. The plant location decision

3. The choice of the community

4. The choice of the site

5. Sources of information in plant-location analysis

6. Plant location trends

B. Layout of Facilities

1. Objectives of plant layout

2. Basic types.of layouts

3. Process layou s

4. Product, 1asrouts

5. ,Combinations of process and pr, duct layouts

6/ Fixed-position layouts
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7. Cost comparisions by type of layout

8. Factors affecting layout

9. Quantitative analysis in plant layout

C. Materials Handling

The risks of inefficient materials handling

Principles of materials handling

' 3. Materials handling devices

4. Factors affecting materials-handling decisions

5. Analytical methods in materials handling

D. Research and Product Development

I

1. Types of research

2.' Organizing for research and development

3. Management of researchers

4. The innovation cycle

5. Patents

6. Product development

7. The developmental procedure

8. The use of PERT in product development

9. Project milestone schedules

10. Cost control in R&D management

11. Product design

159
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1 III Planning,.Analysis, and Control of Production Systens .

I

3

E. Production Planning and Control

1. The functions of production planning and control

2. Types of production control

3. Computers and data processing in production planning and control

4. Methods of overcoming fluctuations in demand

5. Forecasting of requirements

6. Techniques of forecasting

F./Decision Models in Production Planning and Control

1. Determination of the optimum production lot size

2. Using linear programming to determine optimal product mix

3. Linear programming applied to job assignment

4. Gantt chart applications to scheduling

5. The use of PERT in production planning and control

6. The-system framework of production scheduling

7. Simulation of flow rate, volume, and capacity interaction patterns

G. Procurement

1. The objectives of the procurement department

2. The purchasing procedure

3. Determination of Sources of supply

. 4. Determination of prices

Vo
5. Make, buy, or lease decisions

6. Value analysis

7. Systems contracting

8. Operations research in procurement

9. Legal and ethical aspects of procurement

160
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H. Inventory Control

1. Objectives of inventory control

2. Cost factors in inventory control

3. Economic order quantities

4. Reorder points

"5. The inventory control procedure

6. Inventory control systems

7. The dynamics of inventories

8. The effect of value and usage on inventory control.

I. Inspection and Quality Control

1. Purposes of inspection and quality

2. The concept of quality

3. When, where and how much to inspect

4. Feedback and the inspection process

5. Variables and attributes in inspection

6. 'Sources of quality problems

7. Inspection deyices

J. Statistical Quality Control

1. Quality control charts

2. Control limits and tolerance limits

3. Control chart applications

4. Control of attributes

5. Control chart for percentage defective
.4.

6. Applications of p charts

7. Acceptance aarnloling
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K. Methods Analysis

1. Objectives of methods analysis

2. Motion-study techniques

3. Motion-study principles

4. Analysis of therbligs

5. Micromotion study

6. Process charts

7. Attitudes toward motion. study

L. Work Measurement

1. The purpose of time study

2. The time-study analyst

3. Time-study methods

4. Performance rating

5. Allowance factors

6. Synthetic time study

7. Limitations of time study

M. Wage Incentives and Job Evaluation

1. Wage systems based on time

2. Wage systems based on output

3. Other types of wage incentive system

4. Guidelines for successful wage incentive systems

5. Job evaluation

6. Guidelines for successful job evaluation systems

162
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Area of Competency

Operations Planning and Control

Operations planning and control cOveriva wide variety of topics all

of which are not strictly divided along either planning or control aspects, but

rather.are viewed as general problem areas combining both planning and control

aspects. Project management is one such example. It has only been relatively

recently that management has viewed project management as a distinct and

separate-aspect although it has always existed in the past. Both PERT and CPM

have advanced the state of the art considerably, aothough both have serious

drawbacks. The possibilities of combining the advantages of both techniques

looks promising, but as yet has not successfully been accomplished. Both

information purchasing and bid making as well as the control aspects of network

manageent are emphasized.

. Production-inventory systems Constitute one of the major responsibilities

of the operations manager. Prior to any planning or control, adequate forecasts

of future needs must be made. Among the various statistical techniques available,

exponential smoothing appears to be quite promising. Besides knowing the

various Inventory models available, it is essential to know their limitations

and pitfalls since as yet there is no universal inventory model. Actually

inventories are just a part of the aggregate production planning and scheduling

problem since employment levels and production rates are to an extent dependent

upon the level of inventory. Several mathematical and heuristic programming,

models are available to assist the decision maker in handling this even larger

problem.
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The problems of planning and scheduling differ considerably for high

volume items as contrasted with low volume production levels. Problems

associated with high volume center around th establishment of information

feedback systems and small scale sequencing of operations, i.e. line balancing.

Low volume problems are.associated with the layout of facilities and the

scheduling of a variety of jobs with several operations restricted by,both men and

equipment. Again, both mathematical and heuristic models are available to

/assist the decision maker. .

The quality of the products being produced is of utmost importance.__

Several statistical techniques are available to economically assist in the

control of quality. \Mathematical models are of some help for planning purposes.

The facility \tself along with its replacement and, expansion are also

decisions to which the operations manager addresses himself. These problems are

somewhat complex due to the dependence of the alternatives available-whieh should

be made known to the operations manager.
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Objectives

Operations Planning and Control

----1:--Theatudent should understand' the underlying theory of program evaluation
and review technique including its assumptions and inherent errors.

2. The student should also understand the critical path method, its assumptions
and pitfalls.

3. The student should be aware of both the advantages and difficulties of
combining the approaches of CPM and-PERT.

4. The student should have a knowledge of the methods available for determining
the proper amount of additional-information to be obtained..

5. With respect to project bid making, the student should be aware of not only
his costs, but also his competitor's costs and information.

6. The student should be aware of the advantages of controlling a project with
the aid of a network.

7. The student should be aware of several of -hestatistical forecasting techniques
including exponential smoothing.

8. The student should know the basic inventory models, their assumptions, and
interactions among the various kinds of inventories.

9. The student should understand the aggregate production, employment, and
inventory problem and how the various outside influences effect the nature
of the problem.

!

10. The student should.know-the mathematical_ methods, including the linear
decision ruleand the simplex approach, for solving the aggregate production,
'employment, and inventory problem.

11: The student should also know the various heuristic programming and computer
search techniques--for solving the aggregate production, employment and.

t inventory problem.

.--..

.

-12. e stililent should have aikhowledge of the particular problems associated
_____=---With planning and scheduling of high volume items, and in particular, the

assembly line balancing problem.
.

.._____.
... ./.

13. The studenthould also be aware of the problems and various solutions
associated with low volume production such as the layout problem and the_e
job shop scheduling problem.

.
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14. The student should also understand the scope of the quality planning and
control managemeht,problem as well as the means for handling them, i.e.
sampling, effectiVe control, and facility design.

15. In regard to the problem of equipment replacement, the student should be
aware of the interattion between alternatives, their physical detoriation,
and their future technological ?renovations.

16. The student should understandiSome of the complexities of expanding
:facility capacity.

17. With respect to the problem of determining the proper mix between preventive
and repair maintenance, the student should be aware of the various models
available for solving the problem.

18. The student should be aware not only of the economic considerations
involved in site location; but also of several of the models available for
assisting:in solving this problem.
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Area of Competency
Operations Planning and Control

Topical Outline:

I. Project Management

A. Program evaluation and review technique

1. The concept of network based management

2. The basic statistical concepts of PERT for project completion times

3. The assumptions of independence and ignoring parallel paths

4. The Beta Distribution

5. Other errors associated with PERT

B. The critical path method

1. -the deterministic assumption

2. The concept of the time-cost trade-off

3. The cost versus duration concept

4. Optimal crashing for a multi-level project

C. The realities of combining PERT and CPM

1. The assumption of cost being a function of duration

2.. Crashing a project with probabilistic times and costs

D. Obtaining the proper iaformation

1. The need for additional information on costs and time

2. The cost of obtaining additional information

E. Project bid making

1. Analysis:of competition and costs

2. Time-cost trade-off from the client viewpoint

F. Network based control syStems

1. Proper monitoring

2. Contingency planning



II. Production - Inventory Systems
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A. Statistieal,forecasting for inventory control

1. Some of the more,connan7statistical models

2. Exponential smoothing

B. .Inventory models

1. The classical inventory model .and its assumptions

2. Lot sizes for production runs-

3. The problem of multiple products

4. The concept of a safety or buffer stock

5. Dynamic inventory models

C. Aggregate production, employment, and inventories

1. Recognition of the problems as an intermediate term problem

2. Master production plans and schedules

3. The cost-of changing rates-of production

4. The process of aggregate planning and scheduling

5. Mathematical methods of aggregate planning

a. The use of linear programming for aggregate planning

(1) Review of the simple linear programming model

Use of the distribution method for solving the
aggregate planning problem

(a) Computer packages available

(b) Use of the simplex for solving the aggregate
planning problem

b. The linear decision rule

The scope and nature of the linear. decision rule

(2) The derivation of the rule and its assumptions

(3) The inherent difficulties of implementing the rule

1

.
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6. HeUristic programming methods of aggregate planning

a. Introduction to heuristic programming

'b. ManageMent coefficients model

c. Parametric production planning

d. Computer search methods

III. Planning and Scheduling for High Volume Items

A. Scheduling in a broad context

1. Design of the production system

2. Scheduling of personnel and facilities

3. Establishment of the system feedback

B. Operation sequencing

1. The problem of line design

1 2. Theass Mbly line balancing problem

a. Basic methodology

b. Heuristic programming _methods

IV. Planning and Scheduling for Low Volume Items

A. The facility layout configuration problem

1. The problem and its considerations

2., Computer simulation and heuristic methods

B. The job shop scheduling problem

1, The scope of the problem; i.e. doterministic versus probabilistic

2. Machine limited scheduling rules

3. Worker restriction scheduling rules

4. The problem in a dynamic nature

,5. Computer assisted scheduling models
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V. Quality Planning and Control

A. The nature of the quality planning and control problem

B. Quality planning

1. Determination of proper quality level

2. Low versus high volume quality planning

C. Quality control through sampling

1. Review of_Bayesian statistics

2., Operating characteristics curve

3. Fixed sample plans

4. Multiple sample plans

5. Variable sampling plans

6. Economics of sampling

7. Economic acceptance plans

8. Sampling in a multi-step operation

D. Statistical quality control

1. Various control charts

2. Process control and process capability

3. Establishment of an overall control system

E. Facility design(for quality control

1. Location of inspectors on an assembly line

2. Use of mathematical models

F. The human factor in quality tontrol

VI. The Determination of Proper Facility Size and Replacement

A. Review of basic concepts of investment decisions

B. Uncertainty and its impact on proper facility size
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C The capital budgeting problem
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1. Problems of determination of proper return on equipment replacement

a. The dependence between alternatives

b. Multiple use problems

2. The capital budgeting system

D. Equipment replacement problem

1. Determination of physical detoriation

2. Determination of impact of technological changes

3. MAPI as a means for solving the problem

E. Capacity Expansion

1. The nature of the problem

2. Indivisibility of assets

3.Autonomous inves tment

4. Capacity determination under risk'

5. Strate3ic and competitive considerations

F. Maintenance considerations

1. Scheduling problems

2. Preventive versus repair maintenance.

3. Various models for maintenance planning

VII. Facility Location

A. Economic considerations for site loCation

B. Facility location in practice

C. Models for deterMination of proper location

1. Simulation studies

2. Programming models-
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()mations Planning and Control
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Area of Competency

Systems Analysis and Operations Management

In an age of computers and space exploration, we are confronted with

exciting breakthroughs in knowledge which radically change our perspectives.

Inherent in many of these bold forward strides is the application of the

systems concept. This area explores the possibilities of the use of that

concept in the field of operations management.

Among the early topics covered in this area are systems design and systems

analysis. In these areas the fundamental concepts and definitions required

are developed. The concept of flow patterns and flow networks is

explored along with the utilization of models and simulation at critical

decision points.

Another critical area in systems analysis is an exploration of the

environment within which the system exists. In this case, where the

system is defined as the firm, the environmental relationships concern

customers, competitors, communities, labor unions, stockholders, banks,

suppliers, and governments. Symbiotic and synergistic rel onships are

explored in each of these interfaces as well as the diseqtilibrium

inducing aspects of the relationships.

Since the systems approach to management poses significant alternatives

I

to traditional or classic management theory these matters become of concern

as well as the systems challenge to the human relations, behavioral or

neoclassical school of management thought. Functionalism, span of control,

unity of command, and line-staff provide conceptual foci for a trapuntal

cacaphony.

3
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The firm is viewed as a system composed of a series of flow networks

which are specified in terms of the resources required to produce products

and/or services. These include materials, manpower, money, machines;

facilities, and energy. Obviously, all of these networks are linked

by. an integrated information system.

From this point forward, attention is given to the convergence -

divergence patterns inherent in systems; tracking systems, and

flow network dynamics. These dynamics rest primarily on studies of

volumes, capacities, and flow rates.

The organizational aspects of the systems approach are also explored.
MO

In the absence of such traditional familiarities as hierarchies, functional

divisions, transient superior-subordinate relationships, etc. newer forms

of management are developed based on team management with special

emphasis on the tactical and strategic capabilities of such teams.

Finally, a comparative analysis of management systems is explored

which views the commonalities among health care systems, educational

systems, transportation systems, g vernmental systems, and military system,-
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Area of Competency

Systems Analysis and Operations Management

Objectives:

The primary objective of this capstone area in operationd management

is to provide an integrative -framework for the:conceptsand techniques

included in operations management. This framework is constructed on

the systems concept and involl.s integration and synthesis of the decisions

made throughout the organization as well as the organizations dynamic

response to its environment.

The student will be expected to be able:

1. To define systems terminology including the terms system, input, output,

transformation process, synergy, symbiosis, state, feedback, feedforward, etc.

2.' To conceptualize flow networks in a variety of organizations

3. To evaluate the operation of a system in several states i.e. steady,

equilibrium, exploding, Oscillating, etc.

4. To describe the. decision process from a systems viewpoint

5. To identify models used in decision making at specific decision-fpoints

6. To critically evaluate the relevance of models at specific decision .points

7: To modify existing models or create new models where needed in the system

8. To operate and evaluate a computer aided management simulatiOrimodel

9. To construct a simulation model where applicable in the system design

10. To objectively evaluate. the interfaces in the environmental set and

determine the symbiotic interchanges or lack thereof.

11. To create new concepts and approaches where non-symbiotic behavior

is present which induces Aystemic disequilibrium, e.g. labor negotiations

12. To conceptually modify organizations in the environment to achieve

a766Pability,for adaptive -or' dynamic equilibrium.
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13. To evaluate the objectives of a variety of 'organizations in the

environment in terms of myopic stereotypes' and suggest alternate

and compatable interorganizational objectives

14. To critically evaluate classical, neoclassical, and systems

concepts: of management

15. To create new organizational designs which are not based on

traditional concepts of hierarchy, line-staff, functionalism, etc.

16. To explore the ramifications of changing organizations from one

design to another to achieve a systemic balance

17., To determine all of the -critical decisionp_Oints in a materials.

flow network -1'

18. To determine all of the critical decision points in' a money flow

network

19. To determine all of the critical decision points in a manpower

flow network

20. To determine all of the critical decision points in a, machine,

facility, and energy flow network

21. To create information systems to connect all of these decision points

22. To'evaluate the response patterns of the systems designed to iMpacts

generated within and outside the organization-

23. To create conceptually management teams responsible for planning,-

analysis, and control" determining such things as size, training _of

members, how they are acquired and removed,.etc.

24. To develop alturnative concepts of conflict resolution which coulii.

be utilized in a team environment
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Area of Competency

Systems Analysis and Operations Management

'Topical Outline

A. Systems Design

1. 'The challenges and bpportunities of the systems concept

2. The nature of systems

3. The 'flow pattern of a system

4. 'System states

B. Systems Analysis

1. The systems concbpt and decision making

2. blodels._

3. Simulation

4. 'A procedure for the development of systems

." The Environmental Systemic Construct

1. The environmental seto

2. Relationships with customers

3. Relationships with competitive firms

4. Relationships with communities

5. Relationships with laboi. unions -

6. Relationships with stockholders

Relationships with banks,

8. ReiatiOnships with suppliers

9. Relationships with governments
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D. Organization Theory: ClassicR2-,--Neoclassical and Systems

1. Classical o4ganization theory versus systems

a. Functionalism

I

b. Span of control

c. /Unity of .command/
d. Linie-staff

2. Neoclassical organization theory versuus systems

a. Functionalism

b. Span of control

c. Unity of command

d. Line-staff

. The Firm as a System

. The objects in the system

,2. The materials flow network

\

3. The money_ flow network

4. The manpower flow network

5. The machine, facility, and energy flow network

6. The information system

F. Materials Flow NetWorks

1. Input-process-output sequence of systems

2. Input phase - procurement

3. Process phase - production

4.. Output phase - marketing

5. Flow network linkage transportation

kch
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1. Convergence patterns from suppliers to the firm,

2. Convergence-divergence patterns within the firm

3. -Divergence patterns through channels of distribution

4. Tracking materials flow through the network

H. Flow Network Dynamics

1. Determination of the capacity of the network

2. AdalytTi-df rates of flow throughout the'petwork

3. Analysis of volume changes within the network

4. Planning, analysis, and control of volume, flow rates, and capacity

5. Computer simulation of material floW network dynamics

I. Management of the Flow Networks

1. Establishing an information system fdr tracking

2., The development of planning, analysis, and control centers

3. Planning, analysis, and control man gement teams

4. Tactical and strategic management a tivities
t

J. Comparative Analysis of Management Systie

1. Health care systems

2. Educational systems ,

3. Transportation systems

4. Governmental systems.

5. Military systems
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PERSONNEL AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

The broad objective of study in theiunctional field of Personnel and

Industrial Relations is to encourage recognition of the importance of

dual people'in organizations., to develop a conceptual understandineof the

fundamental relationships between individuals and the organizationtof which

they are members, and to provide familiarity with the many specific techniques.
i - I

which have developed and are being developed te,ficilitate a mut lliqmoductive

).
relationship between individuals and their organizations. Management it

general, and personnel management specifically, is more than a-tool kit of
i

techniques for getting work done through people. Awareness of/the full meaning

of the term Personnel and Industrial Relations involves aware ess of the fact

that personnel are people, andthat ena manager is a manager of people.

All work is done through and by people, and the suc Ls of any work -

organizationorganization is ultimately tied to its' success in stim, ating and coordinating

the activities of the people who makeup the organizat /CM6 Organizations are
/ \

.
groupings of people with common or shared goals. Therefore, the organizational

function'directly involving the recruitment, selectieh, placement, training,

compensation and development of people within the orginization is a critical
/7

function whether done in an ordered and highly sophisticated fashion or on

a simple cut and fit, trial and error basis.

In studying Personnel and Industrial Relations, three levels of

understanding are involved. First the fundamentals of social organization

must be understood...the concepts that are common to all forms of organization4'.
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and the generalizations that may be mate for similar conditions, in certain

organizational situations. Once we comprehend the difference between solitary

individual behavior and individual behavior within groups and organizations,

the next step is to understand the spedific, detailed tools and techniques that

have been developed to deal effectively with collectivities of individuals.

The third aspect involves the skills and experience necessary in the application

of thIge.personnel systems and techniques in actual organizational situations...

on the job. traditionally, theitudy of personnel management has focused on

the second element. Personnel managers have worked out these-techniques and.

have told others how to apply them objectively; academicians in the social

sciences have worked on the basic concepts and tried to develop valid-genera-
.

lizations; operational managers have practiced the art of managing personnel

at work, usually with little direct support or guidance from either of the two

other principals. Personnel and Industrial Relations today has reached 'the

point where all three elements are recognized as portions of the same problem

area, and this course is built around the presentation of all three.

The student will be expected to demonstrate:

Awareness and understanding of the role of people in the business setting.

2. Appreciation for the complexity of the individual and groups as they
meet in the workplace.

3. Knowtedge of a number of approaches to the selection,. placement, training,
compensation, supervision and behavior of the man who comes to work.

4. Knowledge of the business climate and the roles of the people who work
within it.

5. Some knowledge and understanding of the union - management relations that
are part of the total picture of employee relations.

.

6. An appreciation of people who are the decision-omakvr and doers at
every level in the organization.-
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7. The development of a set of fundt4/ntals founded on theory and tested
\ in practice that should make each student a better manager.

8: Understanding of the basis for individual contributionsto organizations.

9 Understanding of how to inflUence the behavior of the participants in an
organization.

10. Awareness of the appropriate use of rewards and punishment in influencing
behavior..

11. -Ability to 4fibe the personnel and industrial relations function and
its relation to the primary service functions of the organization.

12. Oomprehension of the motivational bases for human behavior in organization.

13. Understanding of the various forms of compensation used by organizations
and the reasons why these act aeinducements._

14. Knowledge of the various systems and techniques in use in the area of
personnel and.Andustrial relations, and of the means for making meaningful
appliCatian of these techniqUes.

15. Knowledge of the areas of organization where problems of personnel management
are ,manifesting themselves.

PART I. The World of Work -

A. 'Social Organization: An Overview

1. Authority Systems
a. Traditional
!). Personal
c. Rational-Legal

2. Organizational Structure
a. Household or Tribal Form
b. Tesk -Force or Project Form
c. Bureaucratic or Operational Form

B. Business Organizations: Focus on the Work Place

1. The Nature of the Business Organization
a. Basis for Decision - Making: Authority
b. Framework for Decision-Making: Structure

2. Functions Performed within the. Organization
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Changing AsPeCti" of Organization

4. Idealized (formal) and Operational (informal) Organization
a. Aromps in Organizationi.

Dimensions of Group Behavior
c. Positive and Negative Aspects of Group Behavior

C. People - The Individuals Who Come to Work.

1. Individual Behavior in Employment - Work .

a. Performance as a Function of Motivation and Ability
b. Performance as a Function of: Perceptions and Expectations
c. Work.Values and the Meaning of Work
d. Changing Patterns nf.WOrk and Non-Work Activities

/

2. Human Motivation
a. Needs andlOtives
b. Job Satisfaction and Morale
c. Work Values and the Meaning of Work
d. Changing Patterns of Work and NOn-Work Activities

3. Human Ability, Skill, and Capacity
a. Intellectual Qualities
b. Manual/Manipulatory Qualities
c. AOtualized Skills, and Potential Capacities

4. Human Rea:Pauses to Frustration - Defenae\Mechauiats
a.. Increased striving to overcome obstacles
b. :Withdrawal from the Situation
c. Seeking Alternate Paths to Goals, or Alternate Goals

5. Generalizations About Humans and Human Behavior
a.. Individual Differences and Individual Similarities
b. Different Views of Individual Personality

1

c. Individual and Croup BehaVior.

D. Managers - The Management of People at Work

1 1. The Functions of Management
V

Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Implementing,
Developing, Controlling

2. The Components of the Managerial Role
a. Administration
b. Leadership

186
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3. Delegation, Responsibility, and Accountability

4. Changing Aspects of the Managerial Role

E. The Personnel Function and the Role of Personnel Management in
the Organization

1, The Function and its Various Labels
.

Industrial Relations, Personnel Management, Labor Relations,
Employee Relations, or Human Resource Management

2. The Personnel Function as Performed Within the Personnel Department
a. _Staff Role -,Providing Personnel Management Systems
b.. Line Role - Running the Personnel Department

3. The Personnel Function as Performed by Operating Managers

F. History of Personnel Management

1, Early)hdustrial Psychology
\ !

2. Paternalism and the Beginnings of Personnel Management as a
Separate Functional Area

3. The Hawthorne Studies

4, World War II and-Its Effects

5. Human Relations Approach

6. Human Resource Management

7. Organizational Development

. ,

///

PART II. ELEMENTAL PROCESSES IN PERSONNEL MANAGER/
/A. Organizational Planning

1. Establishing Organizational Structure
a. Appropriate Overall Framework -,Taskforce and Operational

types of Organization (Project 'vs. Bureaucratic Orgtnizatidh)
b. Teak and PersonSpecialization
c. Departmentation
d. Job Design and/or Job Analysis
e. Job Descriptions

2. Establishing Administrative Patterns and Procedures
a. Relationships Between Jobs

: b. ,Standard Operating Procedures
c. Work Rules

/
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dt: performance Standards
,'e. Personnel Policies and Strategies

.B. /Staffing Process

1. Manpower Planning
a. Forecasting Organizational Requirements
b. Manpower Inventories - Available Human Resources
c. Job Specifications - Establishing Position Requirements
d. Labor Force Surveys

2. Recruitment of Personnel
a. Determining the Personnel Required
b. Techniques for Attracting Qualified People
c. Public Relations Aspects. of Recruiting
d. Special Groups as Sources for Employees

(i.e. Handicapped, Women, Aged, Vererans, Minority Group', etc.)

3. Evaluation of Those Recruited
.

a. Application Blank and the Resume
b. Physical Examinations
c. Interviewing Techniques
d. Reference Checking
e. Psychological Testing - Utility and Limitatims:

Validity and Reliability of Instruments

4.. Selection from Among Those Recruited and. Evaluated
a. Types of Strategies for Selection - Successive Hurdles,

Multiple Correlation, and Discriminative Analysis
b. The Role of the Operational Manager in the Staffing

Process - Consultation

5. Placement
a. Placing the Appropriate Person the Right Position

Assessingb, Aisessg the Effectiveness o he Entire Staffing Process

6; Problems of Deselection
a. Termination for Disciplinary Reasons
b. Separations Due to Changes in Personnel Requirements
C. Retirements and Normal Turnover

C. Training and Development Process

1. Training Techniques.
a. Fundamentals of Learning and Learning Curves
b. In-House Training Programs
c. External Training Facilities --
d. Utilization of Educational Institutions
e. Multiple Approaches
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2.- Induction and Orientation to the Organization

3. Skill Training,
a. Vestibule Training Programs
b. On-the-Job Training
c. Appredticeship Programs

4. Personal Development
a. Non-Managerial Persondel
b. Technical Perfrninnel
c. Managerial Personnel
d. Professional Personnel

5. Programs for Training and Development
a. Management by Objectives
b. Work Planning and Review
c. ParticipatOry::Management
d. Production, Sharing /.

.

D. Compensation Process

1. Wage and Salary Adminie ration
a. Wage Policies s`-\

b. Job Evaluation \
c. Wage Surveys
d. Wage and Hour Laws
e. Wage Structure - Levels and Differentials

2. The Provision of Employment Stability
a. Job Security and Job Seniority
-b. Organizational Stability

1

Methods of Compensation
a. Direct Payment for Normal erfotmance

i. Time Worked - hour]. pay
ii. Work Performed - t:11 level and/or piece-rate

b. ,Indirect Payment for No 1 Performance- Vacations, Holidays,
Services, etc.

c. Deferred Payment for Normal Performance - Pensions,
Hospitalization, Sick Lem', etc.

,

d. Direct Payment for Unusual Performance -,Overtime, Hazardous
Duty, Suggestions, .etc,.

e. Indirect Payment for Unusual Performance - Credit, Praise,
Honors, etc.

f. Deferred Payment for Unusual Performance Peomotlon,
Advancedent, Profit-Sharing, etc.

4. Determination of Employee. Satisfactoriness --ePeiformance Appraisal
a. Ethployee Evaluation/
b. Management Evaluation,
c. Peer -group Evaluations,. Self-Evaluations, Superior Eviluations
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5. Determination Cof Employee. Satisfaction
a. Job Attitudes, and Morale Surveys

,.:.... b. Evaluation of TUrnover, Absenteeism, Grievance Rates, etc.
c. Evaluation of Productivity

1

E. Representation'ProCess

1. Dealing with a Total Work Force of Individuals On,a Collective Basis
a. Union Employees
b. Non- ion Employees

2. History of the U.S.' LabOrMovement
a. Goals of,the/1,abor. Movement
b. Role of Government in the Labor Movement
c. Industrial-Unions and Craft. Unions
d. Blue-collar,( White-collarvand Professional Unions

\
3. Organizational Strategies .for Dealing with Unionization

a.---Union-EXclusion
b. Union Acceptance
c. Union-Management CoOperation

Collective Bargaining Through Trade Unions
a. The Organizing Phase .,

\b.'- Types of Representation (Closed Shop, Open Shop, Union Shop),
c. Contract Negotiation
d. ContraciApplication and Interpretation

le. GrieVance Procedures and Impasse Settlement
\f. Arbitration, Mediation, and Fact-Finding
[

5. 1The Future of Dmiividual.Bargaining, Collective Bargaining, and
Trade Union Representation

1

PART III. SUPPLEMENT4 PROCESSES INJERSONNEL MAW-GEMENT
,

A. Ancillaray ServiceS Priivided,Through the Personnel Department

1. Record-keeping - Information on Individuals
a. For Organizational Uses
b. For Government-Uses'

2. Employee Services
a. Health and Safety, Medical Services on the.Job
b. .Food Serices

.
c. Banking and Credit Services . - I. .....-

d. Personal Counselling

3. Organizatice Communications - KeepihgPeople Informed
a. General Information for Employees .- Memos, Tax Notea-etc.
b. Work Related_ Information for Employees - Standard Forms,.etc.
c. Organizational Information for Employees - Company Newspapers,.

._ /, Company Reports,etc.
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\

a

d. Information 'for Non-Employees - Public Relations, Magazines, etc.
e. Suggestion Systems

B. Supervisory Process - PersOnne
by the. Immediate Supervisor.
by the Personnel Department,
out by the supervisor.)

1. TrainingjneCoordinating.
a. Assigning Work,.and Translating Job Descriptions, Work-Wiles,

and Performhnce Standards into; Meaningful Actions. by
Subordinates .

b. Keeping Subordinates Informed
c. Initiating and'Haintaining Group Responsiveness, Building a

Task -Group and Keeping it Intact, Developing Team Work and
Cooperation

Detecting-and Correcting Incipient--Non-Repponse-, Shaping'
Behavior into Appropriate Patterns

2. Stimulating. and Influencing
a. Pre -task and Post-task Motivation - Praise, Promotioans, Transfers,

Discipline, performence Applaisaletc.
p., Responsiveness to Individua Needs for Aid and Support -

Providing Help avNeeded,or Asked for, etc.
c. Representation of Individual Subordinates within the Organization

Handling Grievancesi Working for Appropriate Rewards,
Representing SubokiIpatei.in D lings with, other Work-Groups, etc.)

C.

1 Functons that can be Performed only
(The basic systems may be established

but the activities must be carried_

Personnel Management and GeriLrnment Regu ation
,

- \

/I

.1. Fair Employment Practices Act

.2. Civil Rights <Laws '

3. Equal Deployment Opportunity,,

4. Psychological. Testing

5. Niticaial Labor-Management Relations Acts

6, Manpower Development and Training Act

7. Wages and Hours Laws

8. ;- Health and Safety Regulations

9. -Fair Labor Standards, Acts

0. Patent Laws and Employee Inventiveness

9

191
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D. The Future of the Personnel Management Function

1. The Present Personnel Problems of Complex Organizations

2,. Relevance of Different Types of Research Programs

_3.L_Organizational Development and the Need for Institutional Change

4. 'fiaset for Evaluating Effective Organizations and EffeCtive
Personnel Policies
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AREA OF CO7IPETENCY

ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In cent yeas tremendous growth has.occurred in the, use

ofsophisti ated satistical and other management science.

models in.analyzin administrative problems. In some cases

apnlications have t\kenthe form of nreliminary or exnlora-

tory model buildinp 1esigned to uncover basic factors which

lmninge on organizatpnal effectiveness.' In other oases

ounntitative.analysiS\has i)een-brou:o.htto bear in snectal

studies of some particUlar aspect of operation § for which

snectfic:improvements are.desired. In such cases the.key

factors may have already been identified and the search i3

for the best mix of factors given a change in iiequirements,or

fAcilities... Often the techniques of experimental design

employin q. analysis of variance or regression analysis are

helpful in these. two Categories. 'A third type of _application

arises wtth renetitiVe Problems -7 those of a generic nature

which. recur neriodically. It is often valuable to exnlore

the generic nature of these .problems at a sufficient level
.

of complexity with the hope ef establishing useful decision

rules to he used on Subsequent occurrences.

\
.
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Successful managerial applications of statistical and

manarement. science models require a deep understanding of

/
theory, metlibds, and procedures as well as an uhdei!standing

of their limitations. The purnosesOf this area is to

vide this advanT level of comprehension by bUilding.On

the basic quantitative analysis area material'for those

who expect-to be closely inVolved.with Oantitattve analysis

in their careers.

This Area encompasses materialSwilich can be conveniently

rrouned'as follows :.
// ,

Sampling and Statistics/

I. Sampling theory/and procedures

2. Experimental /design

,3. Regression
//
analysis

II. Tlanagement/Science .

1. Model-building'

2.,x4nalytical: linear

3 Simulation

numerical models

197
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I. Sampling and Statistics

The first segment,' saMplig and statistic's, constitutes

seleCted topics from statistical theory and methods. Their

treatment in this area will 'emphasize their use, in speCial'

studies or decision situations which require soecific-

answers to one or more questions: An experimental approach.

is taken 'assuming one can precisely define the relevant

population for which inferences are to be 'made and that an

experithent can be designed and measurement of key variables
/

conducted. For example-Management may request a tpedial--

study of the.eftects of various packaging, advertising,

and distributing policies on general consumer'retponse t

a Product or of the variodsNfaCtors on which a forecast an

be developed for 'scheduling-OPerations:

The success of any statistical study depends on ca eful
.

Planning of the collectiOn,analysis, and interpretat on .of

the data. Various sampling iirSeAedure4 and their und rlying

statistical theory are covered in this Area. The a alyst

also has available a wide range:Of,statistical des gns from

which to choOse. A number of these are discussed in this

Area. The overall objectives are 1) to familiar ze students

with basic sample survey theory,, its applicati in the .

social sciences, and its relation to the anal sis of data,

2) t-o demonstrate the importance and power f a carefully

detigned analysis,'and 3) to develop a Worcing capability

on the part of the student in statistica methods and their

application in management situations.

198
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The snecific oblectiveF.., content outline, and texts

forthe subareas 1) sampling theory and procedure.

12)'exnerimental design and 3) regression analysis-will

now be taken ur it turn.

+I

199
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Objectives of Sampling Theory and Procedures

The primary purpose of this subarea of advancedquantitl-

tive methods is to familiariZe students with basic sample

survey theory and application of the theory in social science

areas.

In general, students are expected tin be able to design

an optimal sample survey, i.e.,

1. minimize mean square error for given costs, or

2. minimize:costs.for given meansquare errors

lore specifically, students. are expected to be able:

1. To understand the assumptions and limitations of the

various sampling procedures listed below and to

apply properly a particular sampling technique or

a combination of sampling; procedures fOr a riven
.

situation.

A. Basic sampling techniques

(1) Probability sampling.

a) Simple random sampling:

b) Stratifieh random sampling

c) Cluster sampling

d) Systematic sampling

e) lultistage and area sampling

f) Work sampling

(2) Judgment sampling

a) --Quoi.a

b) . Chunk sampling
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2. To know the advantages and disadvantages of the fol-

lowing measurement methods so as to reduce measurement

errors.

A. 'tail questionnaire (self-enumeration methods)

B. Personal interview

C. Panel

D. Coincidental method-(telenhone metod)

etc.

3. To comprehend the various estiNation methods and

anply a "best" estimator(s) for a given, situation.

To am-Ay a nroner statistical analysis for the data

collected, e.g.,

A. Estimation of sampling errors and

B. Estimation of nonsampling errors.

201
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Content Outline: Samnlinr Theory and Procedures v

I. .Introduction-

1, -Chat is Sampling? Why sample?

2. :iisory o develbpment of sampling theory and recent:-.:

activities in the field of sampling

The role of sampling theory

;1. score of this course

9. Definition of some fundamental terms to be used.

Ponulation, characteristic, elementary unit,

population of analysis, eoual complete coverar:0,

probablv samnlinr, equal and unequal nrobabiiity

samples .ple plan, sampling unit, samnle design,

estimate, estimator, pecisiomand accuracy of an

estimate, piue value, expected survIrvalue (preferred

procedure), listing unit, sampling error, non-sampling

error, response error, mean square error (1SE),-etc.

II. Simple Random Sampling

1. Definitions and notations -- Reaaons for discussing

.simple random sampling,.definitiOns and notations of

terminology

2. Properties of the estimators.(mean and total)

3. Variances of the estimators absolute and relative

precision of the estimators

4. Estimation of sample size

eloelel
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. Estrin-all-on of the standard error from a sample'
timation of means and totals over subponulation

7.. 'Sampling for proportions and percentageS:

qualitative characteristics, variances of the esti-
mators, the binomial and hynergeometric distribution,
confidence limit, estimation of proportions over
suboopulat ions.

Estimation of ratio: methods of estimation, different
types of ratio estimators, approximate variance of
the ratio estimator, bias of the ratio estimator,
estimation of the variance from the sample, compari-
!on of ratio estimator with unbiased estimators

Stratifie random sampling
1. SOme hypothetical examples

2. Notations.

3. Sampling scheme

1L Reasons for stratified sampling
Properties .of the estimators (mean3 total, proportion)

ti
6... The estimated variances -- strata variance, the

variances of estimators
T.' Allocation, of 'sample when costs of sampling or nreci.-

sion is specified -- optimum allocation, proportional.

4.

allocation, stratification after sampling

Relave precision,af stratified random and simple
random sampling

9. :Jse of ratio estimators with stratified random
the'.combined ratio estimator, the seoarate

2G3



ratio estimator, properties

estimators

10. Illustrations

:

and the variance of the

I.

IV. Cluster samnling (simple one- or two-stage Cluster sampling)

1. Some hypothetical examples

2. T3easons for cluster sampling

3. Terminology and notation

4. Samnlinp: scheme

5. Pronerties of thd estimates (mean, total, nroportions),

6. The variances of the estimators and the sample esti-7

mates of the variances

7. Comnarison of cluster sannlinr-andSlnple.ranlon,

samnlinp: Intraclass correlation

8. Construction of cost functions simple and general
i

cost functions

'Ontimum design` with simple two-stage cluster sampling
_ .....

10. ,Other topics in cluster sampling -- cluster units of

unequal size, .sampling with ordbability propotionate

to size, sampling with arbitrary probabilities

Systematic random sampling

1. General description

2. Relation. to stratified and.clustr sampling_. .

3. Variance of the estimated mean

4. ..fiethos of rditiliarrangng population in some ore WO random1

,order,, linear trend, Periodic variation4 auto correlation
t.
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5. 7stimation of .the variance from a sample

'. Some illustration

"ultistage-,-4rea-and worZ-sam.61inp;
\

'or these sampling methods

cases will be offered.

only brief discusSions using*

Yai. TIlustrati n of biases and non-Sampling errors in Survey

results

-easurement and control of nonsampling errors, role of.

non-sampling errors in determining survey.des!.:i:7, types;

of non - sampling errors' =- non-response, interviewer biases,

resnonse errors, etc..
;

\.
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Texts for Sampling Theory and Procedures

Cochran, W.G., Sampling Technique; 1963,,?nd ed. John Wiley.&

Sons, Inc'.

Kish, L.; Survey Sampling, 1965, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.:
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Objectives of Experimental Design

The student should -be :

1. -ramiliar with the 'following subject matter from nreVious

course work:

a. frequency distributions in one variable - continuous

and discrete - and paraMeters-measures of central:

tendency and dispersion

b. elementary probability theory - basic theorems for

computing pl'obability, random variables and mathe-

matical expectatio

c. population parameters and sample statistics

d, probability sampling and sampling error

e. sampling distributions for mean and proportion

f. elementary statistical inference -,estimation nd

decision:rules for means and pr2p'ortions including

consideration of sampling erraii, extent of sampling;,

control of risks associated,. with sampling error

Able-to employ specific probability distributions as

sampling distributions:

a. normal distributions'

b. binomial and'hypergeometric distributions

c. chi-square distribution

d. , student t-dist'ribution

e. r-distribution
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3.L Able to discuss the "Principles" of exper3pentation in terms

of

a. objectives of experimentation and design of experiments

b. basic concepts of exp imental methods, Such as

experimental unit. experimental error; effects -

treatments, b cks:.iteration, etc. ; replication:

randoMizat on; and comparisons.,

4. able t explain the linear additive model concept,

its basic advantages and-disadvantages, and its role in
.

identifying several common experimental designs (see 7).
5. 9e able to perform statistical inference - both interval

estimation and hypothesis testing for1
.

.-! a. the variance and standard deviation of a single normal

population _____

b the difference-of-meani\of two normal (or nearly so)
.

i
i

N\-k,

populations under severalconditions - e.r., equal

.

t

and uneoual population variances, paired and unpaired.

observations.

c. the ratio of variances of two norma']. distributions
.d.- the proportion of a binomial ,nonulation

3e.able to carry out an "analysis .of variance" on a

r

specific set of data - the systematic Partitioning of,a-

total sum of scidares into components identified with

specific sources of variation.

a. One-way classification - emnhasiiing tests of signif-

icance and confidence interval-estimation for treat-
,

ment means, linear additive model and variance com-

ponents, assumptions underlying-analysis of variance,

.208
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residual mean square8 or experimental error, sampling

error, and subsampling.

b. "lulti-way classifications - emphasizing topics men-.

tioned for
!
one-way classification as anprooriate.and

i; including interaction, selected treatment comrarisons,

and efficiency of .design.

7. Be able to identify and discuss the appropriate use of

the f011owing.designs (both with and Without renlioation

. where meaningful):

a. completely random

b. randomized complete block

c. ..iatInsauares

d. factorial experiments_

3. 13e able to conduct tests of simificance based on the X2

distribution for homogeneity of variances from several

pooulations and for goodriessof fit for continuous dis-

tributions..

). Be able to carry out selected distribution-free statistical

tests such as sign tests, randomness tests, median. tests,

and the like, depending on the topical coverage of the NN
text selected for study in this segment. The purposes

.of including material on distribution-free tests are to

demonstrate the need for tests ofthis type, distinguish

them from distribution-based tests, and nrovide examples

of this class 'of statistical methods.

209
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Content' Outline - Experimental Design

A. Summary of basic theory in .probability and statistics

1. Descriptive statistics and data summarization

2.. Probabili,ty and probability distributions (normal,
\

binomial, others)

3. ?athematic 1 expectation and expected values

4. Populations' and samples

5. Probability samples

6. Sampling distributions for sampling from a normal

distribution

a. normal distribution

b. X2 ,distribution

c. student t-distribution

d. P-distribution

B. Linear additive model for statistical inference about

means and'variances.

2
a. confidence intervals for u and a

2b. significance tests and deCision rules for u.and a

c. power of a test

C.. Principles of experimental'deSign

a. objectives of experimentation

b, experimental unit and experimental. error

c. replication

d. randomization

e. treatments

f. error control
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D. Specific topics - continuous data, linear additive model

1. Comparisons involving two means
_-

a. unpaired observations .

b. paired-observations
_------
2. Analysis of variance

a.".0ne-wayolassification

completely randori design

- subsampling

- assumptions underlyinr analysis of variance

b. multi-way classification

- randomized complete block design

- replications.and interaction

Latin squares

transformations

c. 'factorial experiments

- 2\,x 2 factorial experiment

- linear models for factorial experimentS

- selected treatment comparison

3. vurther uses of X2 distribution

- homogeneity of variances

- goodness.of fit for continuous distributions

E. Specific tonics - enumeration data

1. one-way classifications

- nature of the X2
test criterion

- inference for two-all tables
.



EA

Oontingency tables

- independence in data

- homogeneity- of two-cell samples

- additive of X2, application

Distribution-free statistics - selected topics

1. Order relationships - sign or rank based

2. Iedian tests

212
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Texts for,Experimental Design:

r)stle, Statistics in Research, Iowa State Univ., 1963

"laronev, T;'acts from Figures, Penguin Books, 1951

\,

213
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Regression Analysis

This subunit is designed to acquaint the student with

applications of regression analysis to problems in manage-

ment and the social sciences. Theory is developed as a

foundation for nractice, and procedures are discussed in

terms of realistic examples.

Objectives of Regression Analysis

The student who has completed the subunit on regression.

analysis should be able to:

1. Identify situations in his area of vocational or pro-

fesstonal interest where standard regression-analysis

procedUres Can be applied as an aid to evaluation and

decision making.

2. Determine particular procedures to be used.

3. Implement the-15?-666dures with the aid of desk calculators

computers and computer printout.

4. Fevaluate.the statistical results.

5. Recognize those cases where standard regression analysis

Procedures must be modified, and be able to discuss the

case with statistical specialists so as to obtain neces-

sary guidance.



Content Outline of Regression Analysis

A. Concept of a linear statistical model

3. Simple linear regression model with error term unspeci-

fied

1. Point estimation of regression parameters by method

of least-squares

2. Properties of least-squares estimators

N,
C. Simple linear regression model with normal error term

1. Point estimation of regression parameters by method

of maximum likelihood

/ 2. Properties of estimators of regression paramcuers

with normal-error model

D Inferences with normal model

Inferences on regression ;?arameters

a) interval estimation V individual regression

parameters

b) tests on individual regression parameters

c) Simultaneous estimation of regression parateters

joint confidence region

2. Inferences on theitesponse (i.e., the dependent vari-

able)

a) interval estimation of mean response at specified

level'of independent variable

h) prediction_interval for mean-of--q-new-observattons

on response at specified level of independent

variable (including case where q = 1)

215
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c) simultaneous estimation: confidence hand for

population regression line

d) simultaneous estimation: family of predictions

for k new observations on response at k dif-

ferent levels of independent variable

E. knalysis of variance approach.

1. ":ecomposition of total uncorrected sum of squares

and degrees of freedom into regression and residual

components

2. " test for regression

3. Descriptive coefficients of determl.nation and cor-

relation

\ P. Evaluation of aptness of)node, and remedial actions

1. Replication and tett for lack of fit

2. Tests for autocorrelation

a) Durkin-Watson test

b) application of-run test to residuals

Use of residual plots

Normalizing and variance stabilizing transformations

5. Weighted least-squares

6. Use of model with autocorrelated error term.

G. Tlatrix apnroach to simple linear regression (matrix

formulas and procedures for iterth listed in B throurh

H. General linear regression Model and-matrix,methods

1. General linear regression model

a) multiple regression models

P.)
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b) Curvilinear regression models
c) Polynomial regression models
d) .Jon linear models that are intrinsically linear,

and relevant linearizing transformations
2. F,xtengion of 'matrix formulas, and procedures to the

general linear regression case
3. The General Linear Hypothesis

a) Iriginal model
b) Model under the hyPotbesis
c) Testing a general litiear- hioothes is in re -rPss top

situations e.g,. test of. 'whether regre't:iton- -exists,
sentient:L.6.1' F testi .tegt-'-fOr lack of fit; other tests

,I Topics in General. Linear Regression
.

1. Use of dummy variables

2. multicollinearity.
3. .Proceduies for selecting: best set of independent

.variables for making inferences on regponse.

O

0

o



Texts for levression Analysis

Draner and Smith,: Arm lied. Rep:ression Ana lynis, Icri iihak:

1966.

Econometric Iethods, tiew York:!cesraw-iiill, 1963.
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II. Management Science

MahageMent Science is an interdisciplinary segment

which employs'acientific methods, mathematics, and .

statistics for the task of better decisions in a Complex

uncertain world. The essence of this segment is model

building-- an abstraction of reality which can be

studied independently to-provide a deeper understanding;

of the real world.,.,.

Management Science has emerged since World War II,

although some of the central ideaS trace/back several

centuries. It is not coincidental that Management

Science parallels the development of computer technol-P.

ogy. By enabling the solution or elaborate models,
.

(that pre-computer would have been economically infeas-

ible to do), the computer has spurred further develop-.

anent and more importantly allowed for direct applications.

The nature of models' and the partly art and partly

science of model-building is considered-initially.

models can be very simaepi.e.,.a single equation

relating costs to outputs, to complex, i.e. a multi-

eauation system of equations describing flows_of_product

froM factories to warehouses to highly intricate, i.e.,

a model of the_meny facetssof the stock market. They

can incorporate uncertainty,\be static or dynamic, and have

other.features-determined by the ingenuity of the model
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builder. For a particular case, the model can be anything

from a highly simplified to a highly dulicative repreSe'n-

tation of reality. Ideallvl it should' be simnle enourh

to solve economically, yet rich enough in detail to be

useful. Finding this blend is still_larrely an art, but

one which flourishes with ones understanding of nuantita-

:t.lve analysis.

The meaning of a solution to a model and methods_ to

arrive at solutions are considered in this segment.

c-.eneral solution methods: knalytical,-s:umerical.

and niMUlation, are introduced.

Analytical solutions are direct ones employing clas-

sical mathematics; i.e. calculus, matrix algebra, etc.

An iterative process of moving from an initial solution

to better ones and finally to the' best solution is called

a numerical solution. Simulation solutions are those

obtained by experimentation on a model.

Analytical solutions are the quickest; unfortunately,

they only exist for rather simple models. Some these

are illustrated, i.e. Economic order quantity model.

'4umerical solutions have wide applicability. *The linear

programminA model and its various special cases, which

have numerical, solutions, are developed. Simulation

methods are usually required when the model is highly

complex and therefore not amenable to other methods.

220
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It involves letting the model operate under different

conditions and observing the results. Experimental'

design and sampling methods which provide the basis

for simulation are-introduced here.

An important aspect of this subarea is the inde-

pendent project done by the student. He is expected

to model some aspect of reality relevant to management,

carry out'the solution process, and analyze the results.

221
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lanagement Science Objectives

The student is expected to:

1. Explain the nature of model-building and describe its

usefulness in a management analysis context.

2. Explain the meaning of a solution to a modet-and7dITz--

ferentiate between analytical, numerical, and simulation--------

solutions.

3. Discuss model-building as a means of isolating the

impOrtant aspects of reality for study in a well struc-

tured analysis in a management decision-making context.

wormulate the general linear-programming model including

definition of variables, statement of objective function,

constraint equations, and non- negativity restrictions.

. Discuss the assumptions (linearly and divisibility) of

the linear progimmming model and the extent that they

inhibit its realism.

K. Describe decision situations in the real--world in which

the linear programming model has been or could be applied

fruitfully.

Perform a graphical solution for a 2 variable linear

programming problem.

. 222
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8. Demonstrate facility with the simplex method for solving

the general linear programming problem.

9. Exnlain the numbers in simplex tableau,rules for entering

t- new basic variables, the pivoting operation,--and stopping

rules in vector terms.

10. Explain how degeneracy of the L-P model can occur, and

its effect on apPlicability.

11. Explain how sensitivity analysis provides a fuller under-

standing of the complex interactions of a linear program-*

ming annlication.

12. Formulate, solve, and discuss management applications for

the Transportation Problem.

13. 70ormulate, solve, and discuss management applications of

the Assignment Problem.

14. Define simulation and explain conditions under which

simulation methods provide the best means for analyzing

a system.

15. vormulate some management system in terms of their

.components, exogeneous and endoreneous variables,

relationships,.and parameters.

7xnlain the role of experimental-design in the simula-

tion study.

1:
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17. Explain the role of sampling in a simulation study.

la. Explain the role of the computer in a simulation study.

19. Explain how the use of uniformly distributed random

numbers allow sampling any probability distribution.

0. Explain the multiplicative congrueht method for venerating

pseudorandom numbers.

21,_ 7ormalate a model of some asnect of a management system,
solve it, and apply the results toward more efficient

operations.

224
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Management Scienc6.

Outline

I. Introduction to Management Science:

4. "oriel- building; -- the essence of Management Science

B. Historical development

C. Methodology

D. Scone

Usefulness

Some important apolications

,TI. Model-Building

A. The importance of el building

'B. Art or science

NN

Complexity versus simplicity considerations

D. Costs versus benefits .considerations

r. Classification of models
1

1) Dynamic or static

2) Deterministic or stochastic

F. Model solutiOn

1) What is a solution

2) Methods of solution

a) Analytical

b) Numerical

c) Simulation.
1.1

tII. Analytical Solution Methodology

A. Economic order quantity model

Queuing methods

225
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IV. lumerical Solutions -- Linear Optimization (Programming)

'code is

A. Introduction

I. Allocation of limited resources in "best" manner

2. Assumption of linearity and divisibility

3. Iterative solution process

4. Fxamples of wide-applicability of model

a. 4ssignment problems

b. Distribution problems

c. Scheduling\problems

d. Mixing problems

e. Other problems\

B. General Formulation \
\

1. Objective function

2. Direction of ontimization

3. Constraint eqUAtions

4. Restrictions

C. Mathematical Formulation of Model

1. Algebraic formulation

2. Matrix algebra formulation

N

D. Geometric Insights.

1. Feasible solution space

2. Convex set ,theory

3. Graphical solution to a 2-dimension problem

E. lecessary Theory of Vector Analyiis, Linear Algebra

22
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P. The Simplex 71ethod of Solution

1. Slack variables

2. Basic feasible solution

3. Initial tableau

4. Introduction of` new variables 1:to feasible

solution

5. Rules for revising tableau - nivotinp

6.. Stopping rule

7. Determination of objective function at cr tmiza-

tton

Vector Analysis and the Simplex ".ethod

H. Sensitivity Analysis

Special Cases. of Linear Optimization

1. Transportation model-

2. ASsignment model

V. Simulation

A. A Perspective

1. Definitions of simulation

2. Experimental approach

3. Historical development

4. Ilature of models or -systems renuiring simulation

5. Contrast of simulation solution to analytical or

numerical solutions

Applications

227
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'Icthcidology

1. Problem definitions systems analysis

Role of experimentnl design

3.- Role of sampling

4. 9ole of the computer

5. 7odel validity

Problem Definition

1. The system

:a) Components

t) xogeneous and endoreneous variables
/

c) Relationships

d) Parameters

2. Understanling needed about system

Exnerimental Design

1. Precision goals, e'ror risks

2. Choice of design methodolorY, analysis of variance

estimation, etc.

1. Use of replication. numbor of trials

,h. 'Axle interval of simulnton

5. 7nitialization proce;iue.

Pseudorandom :lumbers
_

1. ieed for in simulatiin

2. Theory for uniformly di:tributeandom numbers
3. 'Aultiplicative congrueniT,Othoa

,a) lumber theory basis

228
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b) Cycle 14nfth

c) Statistical properties

4. Computer generation -- subroutine HAIM

Monte Carlo Sampling

1. Review of probability distribution, cumulative

distribution theory

2. Inverse theorem -- use of uniformly distributed

random numbers foi sampling any probability

distribution

a) Graphical insight-

b) Analytical or numerical methods

3. Sampling a normal distribution

G. Computer and Simulation

1. Need for computer

2. Simulation languages
\

H. Interesting applications of simulation

VI. Student Project

9
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Instructional Packages for !anagement Science

1. Wagner,'Principles of Operations Research, Prentice-Hall,

1969.

2. 4ichmond, Operations Research, The Ronald Press, 19653.

.
3. laylor, Balintfy, BurdiCk,and Chu, Computer Simulation.

TeChnipuest Wiley, 1.968.
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